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Atomically-thin layers of two-dimensional materials can be assembled in ver-
tical stacks held together by relatively weak van der Waals forces, allowing for
coupling between monolayer crystals with incommensurate lattices and arbitrary
mutual rotation [1, 2]. A profound consequence of using these degrees of freedom
is the emergence of an overarching periodicity in the local atomic registry of the
constituent crystal structures, known as a moiré superlattice [3]. Its presence in
graphene/hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) structures [4] led to the observation
of electronic minibands [5–7], whereas its effect enhanced by interlayer resonant
conditions in twisted graphene bilayers culminated in the observation of the
superconductor-insulator transition at magic twist angles [8]. Here, we demon-
strate that, in semiconducting heterostructures built of incommensurate MoSe2
and WS2 monolayers, excitonic bands can hybridise, resulting in the resonant
enhancement of the moiré superlattice effects. MoSe2 and WS2 are specifically
chosen for the near degeneracy of their conduction band edges to promote the
hybridisation of intra- and interlayer excitons, which manifests itself through a
pronounced exciton energy shift as a periodic function of the interlayer rotation
angle. This occurs as hybridised excitons (hX) are formed by holes residing in
MoSe2 bound to a twist-dependent superposition of electron states in the adja-
cent monolayers. For heterostructures with almost aligned pairs of monolayer
crystals, resonant mixing of the electron states leads to pronounced effects of
the heterostructure’s geometrical moiré pattern on the hX dispersion and optical
spectrum. Our findings underpin novel strategies for band-structure engineering
in semiconductor devices based on van der Waals heterostructures[9].
Van der Waals heterostructures built from monolayers of transition-metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) present a unique combination of strong interaction with light, fast interlayer charge
transfer and valley-dependent optical selection rules [10], with potential for novel optoelec-
tronic and valleytronic applications [10, 11]. Despite significant advances in the understand-
ing of moiré superlattices in graphene coupled to hBN [5–7] as well as in twisted graphene
bilayers[8], for TMD heterobilayers the effects of this superlattice have been mostly explored
theoretically[11, 12]. Experimentally, it was found that the twist angle in a semiconduct-
ing heterobilayer influences the photoluminescence efficiency of interlayer excitons (bound
electrons and holes situated in adjacent layers) [10, 14, 15]; a variation in the photon emis-
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sion energies of momentum- and spatially-indirect excitons has been reported in twisted
MoS2/WSe2 heterobilayers[16], interpreted in terms of band structure variations caused
by twist-angle dependent interlayer orbital hybridizations, similarly to previous reports on
twisted MoS2 bilayers [17, 18]; and the most recent experiments have reported exciton lo-
calization in moiré potential wells in heterobilayers of TMDs with large band edge detuning
[19, 20].
Here, we report on the interplay between moiré superlattice effects and twist-controlled
hybridisation of intralayer and interlayer excitons in MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers. Close to
perfect crystal alignment, we observe resonant enhancement of the hybridisation strength due
to the nearly degenerate conduction band edges of these two monolayer semiconductors [21] (
Fig. 1a). By studying a large number of heterobilayers with various interlayer orientations,
fabricated from monolayers grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), as well as high-
quality mechanically exfoliated heterostructures, we show that the hybridisation strength
can be tuned continuously with the twist angle. This is manifested by a twist-dependent
redshift of up to 60 meV of the photoluminescence (PL) peaks of the hybridized exciton
(hX) states. Furthermore, additional features occur in the reflectance contrast (RC) spectra
for near perfect alignment between the crystals, which we interpret as moiré superlattice
effects leading to formation of minibands for hX excitons.
We have performed PL and RC studies over a wide range of temperatures on more than
a 100 CVD and 5 mechanically exfoliated heterobilayers with various twist angles θ (defined
in Fig. 1b). Figure 1 shows PL images [22] of MoSe2/WS2 heterostructures assembled
from mechanically exfoliated (c) and CVD-grown (d) monolayers. Fig. 2a compares room-
temperature PL spectra of CVD-grown MoSe2 and WS2 monolayers, and a MoSe2/WS2
structure with θ = 2◦. In the heterobilayer region, at energies close to the MoSe2 and WS2
intralayer A-exciton PL peaks (see Fig. 1a for the origin of the main optical transitions), P1
and P2 PL peaks are observed. P2 appears at the same energy as the monolayer WS2 PL
line (≈ 1.96 eV), due to the strong signal collected from the surrounding monolayer WS2
(see Fig. 1d). By contrast, P1 displays a 57meV red shift with respect to the MoSe2 A
exciton line at 1.573 eV.
Fig. 2b shows normalized PL spectra for the P1 peak for heterobilayers with twist angles
approaching 0◦ (red) and 60◦ (blue). Strikingly, the P1 peak energy depends strongly on the
twist angle, decreasing continuously as the stacking approaches lattice alignment (θ = 0◦),
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or anti-alignment (θ = 60◦). This is summarized in Fig. 2c, showing two distinct trends:
a steep variation of ≈ 60meV for θ close to 0◦ and 60◦, and a plateau at around 1.56 eV
for large misalignment angles 8◦ < θ < 52◦. The P1 integrated intensity and linewidth
vary gradually as θ departs from 30◦ ( Extended Data Figure 1a). The linewidth displays
an additional sharp increase for twist angles close to 0◦ and 60◦, similarly to the observed
variation of the peak energy ( Extended Data Figure 1b).
By contrast to the 120◦ periodicity of the lattice and flake symmetry, the sharp variation
of the P1 line energy and width with a θ ≈ 60◦ period strongly suggests a connection to the
misalignment between the monolayer Brillouin zones (BZs) produced by the twist, which
introduces a momentum mismatch between the conduction and valence band edges of the
two monolayers, located at their K and K ′ valleys ( Fig. 3a-b) [23]. As shown in Fig. 3a,
for perfect lattice alignment (anti-alignment), the valley mismatch ∆K = KWS2 − KMoSe2
(∆K′ = K′WS2 −KMoSe2) is minimized. In these configurations the MoSe2 A and B excitons
are brought into close momentum-space proximity with interlayer excitons formed by MoSe2
holes and WS2 electrons, allowing them to hybridise through interlayer conduction-band
tunnelling. Although the interlayer tunnelling strength has been estimated to be small
for states at the BZ corners [1] for TMD bilayers, the near resonance of the MoSe2 and
WS2 conduction-band edges [25, 26]promotes hybridisation and the formation of hXs. This
is similar to interlayer hybridization effects recently predicted [27, 28] and experimentally
observed [28, 29] in TMD homobilayers. We thus interpret the P1 line shift in Fig. 2 in
terms of the twist-angle-dependent hX band structure. Furthermore, our theory reveals a
strong influence of the moiré superlattice on the twist-angle dependent energies of bright
hXs for twist angles near 0◦ and 60◦ (see Supplementary Notes 1 and 2 and Extended Data
Figs. 2-4), which is beyond the scope of previous descriptions based on harmonic moiré
potentials [11, 12].
The two lowest-energy bright interlayer excitons involving same-spin conduction and
valence bands of opposite layers are shown in Fig. 3a, labeled iX and iX’, respectively. In
general, at the bottom of their dispersions, iX and iX’ are expected to be “momentum-dark,”
due to the rotational misalignment (Fig. 3a). However, for closely-aligned or anti-aligned
structures, momentum-space proximity with the intralayer MoSe2 A exciton allows them to
hybridise, given their shared hole band. The resulting hXs pick up oscillator strength from
their XA component [8], and their energies are sharply modulated for twist angles close to
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0◦ and 60◦. Analogously, MoSe2 B excitons (XB) can hybridise with iXs formed by carriers
in the corresponding spin states. Note that spin-splitting and spin-valley locking of iXs lead
to different energies and compositions of the hX states for θ = 0◦ and 60◦, producing the
asymmetry seen in Fig. 2c.
The MoSe2 and WS2 conduction band states have plane-wave projections onto all Bragg
vectors of their corresponding reciprocal lattices, GMoSe2n and G
WS2
n (red and green arrows
in Fig. 3b). As a result, momentum conservation allows interlayer tunnelling between first
BZ wave vectors of the two layers satisfying kWS2 − kMoSe2 = ∆K(
′) + bn, where kMoSe2 and
kWS2 are measured from the respective K or K
′ valley, and bn = G
WS2
n − GMoSe2n are the
first Bragg vectors of the moiré superlattice, which define the twist-angle-dependent mini
Brillouin zone (mBZ) shown in purple in Fig. 3b (see also Extended Data Fig. 3).
The emergent periodicity leads to folding of the intra- and interlayer exciton bands into
the mBZ, forming moiré mini bands, hybridised into hXs by interlayer electron tunnelling.
Theoretically, this becomes evident in the twist-angle-dependent behaviour of the hX bands,
which we calculate for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 10◦ along the momentum path −∆K,Γ,∆K (dotted
line in Fig. 3b), with Γ representing zero center-of-mass exciton momentum: as shown in
Fig. 3c, a continuous energy drop of the lowest optically-active Γ-hX as θ → 0◦ is observed.
Experimentally, this behaviour is observed in PL as the P1 line red-shift of Figs. 2b,c, and a
similar situation arises near 60◦, where the hX is formed by iX’ ( Extended Data Fig. 4). The
calculated twist-angle dependence of the Γ-hX energy is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 2c,
obtained using a difference of 13meV between the XA and iX energies ( Fig. 3c), an electron
hopping strength of 26meV, and setting the XA energy at room temperature to 1.555 eV, as
obtained from the 8◦ < θ < 52◦ plateau in the experimental data (Extended Data Table I).
Furthermore, we attribute the sharp linewidth variation with twist angle for θ close to 0◦
and 60◦, shown in Extended Data Fig. 1b, to the out-of-plane electric dipole moment of
the hX state, inherited from its iX component, which makes the hX energy susceptible to
random electric fields (see Supplementary Note 3).
Figure 3e shows calculated absorption spectra for the heterobilayer as a function of twist
angle, predicting three-peak structures close to the XA and XB energies for twist angles close
to 0◦. In this case, we have used an XA energy of 1.632 eV, corresponding to our exfoliated
samples (see below), and kept the same X-iX detuning and hopping strength obtained from
the CVD data ( see Extended Data Table I). The peaks labeled hX1 and hX2 are two hX
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states resulting from resonant hybridisation of the XA band with the lowest-energy iX band
at the Γ point. The energy shift of hX1 with twist angle indicates that it corresponds to P1
in our PL measurements, whereas the transfer of the oscillator strength from hX1 to hX2
for θ → 0◦ shows enhanced mixing of the former with the Γ-iX state. By contrast, the hX3
peak originates from the first moiré mini band, formed by folding of the XA band onto the
mBZ. This is illustrated in Fig. 3e, where we have set the XA-iX tunnelling strength to zero,
such that the red (blue) bands represent pure XA (iX) states. The black arrow indicates
the point where the first XA moiré mini bands cross the Γ point. For non-zero tunnelling,
these mini bands will mix with the bright Γ-XA state below. In other words, hX3 becomes
semi-bright through moiré umklapp processes that mediate the exciton-photon interaction
[8], and constitutes a direct signature of the moiré effects on the exciton band structure. An
analogous three-line structure appears in the calculated spectrum near XB, around 1.8 eV
in Fig. 3d.
We carried out RC measurements of the same CVD-grown heterostructures at low tem-
perature, where the spectral linewidths are narrower. Fig. 2d shows the RC spectra measured
at T=10K for several CVD MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers and a MoSe2 monolayer. Similarly
to room-temperature PL, we observe in Fig. 2d a 20 meV red-shift of the XA exciton res-
onance in the misaligned heterobilayer (orange) for θ=31◦, as compared to the uncoupled
monolayer (black). The strong red-shift of the RC peaks and significant reduction of their
intensities observed for θ close to 0◦ and 60◦ is consistent with our room-temperature PL
measurements. In addition, note the appearance of weak new features in the spectra for
θ = 1◦ and 59◦, within 50 meV above the main reflectance feature ( Fig. 2d and Extended
Data Fig. 5a). We associate these spectral signatures with the absorption peaks hX1,2,3 in
Fig. 3d. Similar twist-angle-dependent red-shifts are also observed in the vicinity of the XB
energy, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 5b, where also a clear reduction of the intensity of
the RC peaks is evident for θ approaching 0◦ and 60◦, consistent with Fig. 3d. However, no
additional features are distinguishable, due to the broader XB linewidth.
A dramatic improvement in both RC and PL spectral resolution is observed in the high-
quality MoSe2/WS2 heterostructures, assembled in a glove-box from mechanically exfoliated
monolayers and fully encapsulated in hBN. Figure 4a shows a comparison of normalised PL
spectra measured for a monolayer MoSe2 (black), and MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers with θ of
12◦ (orange) and ≈ 1.8◦ (red). The black and red spectra are measured in a single sample,
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where in addition to the heterobilayer, a monolayer MoSe2 region is also present. The PL
spectrum for the monolayer area shows a very pronounced trion (charged exciton) peak,
labeled X* (with intensity exceeding 120000 counts/s/µW ), and a weaker neutral exciton,
XA. In the structure with misaligned MoSe2 and WS2 monolayers, both peaks red-shift
by around 20 meV (orange spectrum). In this sample, MoSe2 completely overlaps with
WS2, and thus no PL from uncoupled MoSe2 is observed. For the high-quality aligned
heterobilayer (θ ≈ 1.8◦, red spectrum), the PL spectrum shows 4 peaks with a maximum
intensity of 1500 counts/s/µW . As can be deduced from the identical spectral positions, the
two peaks at higher energies correspond to PL collected from the remote MoSe2 monolayer
area. The other two features, labeled hX* and hX1, originate in the heterostructure region
and exhibit a strong red shift of 38 and 32 meV from X* and XA in the θ ≈ 12◦ structure,
respectively, consistent with the behaviour observed in the CVD samples. We observed
similar PL spectra in other high-quality exfoliated samples (Extended Data Fig. 6e).
The green curve in Fig. 4b shows the RC spectrum of the exfoliated heterobilayer with
θ = 12◦, where a single strong resonance corresponding to the XA transition is observed. In
stark contrast, four features are clearly observed in the RC spectrum of the aligned sample
( Fig. 4c and Extended Data Fig. 6b-d), labeled as hX*, hX1, hX2 and hX3. hX* and hX1
directly correspond to the identically labeled peaks in PL, whereas the new features hX2
and hX3 are unrelated to X* and XA peaks observed in the monolayer MoSe2 PL spectrum.
We attribute hX2 and hX3 to the moiré miniband states of hybridised excitons labeled in
Fig. 3d. Temperature dependent studies in Fig. 5 show that all hX peaks persist in RC
spectra up to 105 K, above which the observation of hX* and hX3 becomes difficult due to
broadening. We tentatively ascribe hX* to a recombination of hybridised excitons bound to
an additional charge. At room temperature (Extended Fig. 7), the most pronounced peak
in PL and RC is hX1, supporting its identification with PL peak P1 in Fig. 2. Cooling
down to T ≈ 220K is necessary for unambiguous identification of hX2, as shown in Fig. 5.
On the other hand, while the PL trion peak X* vanishes at T ≥ 65K, a new PL feature
corresponding to hX2 appears for T > 100K due to thermal activation, in agreement with
our calculations (see Supplementary Note 1 and Extended Data Fig. 8).
Moiré excitons have been previously discussed [11, 12, 19, 20] in type-II TMD hetero-
bilayers with strong detuning between the band edges of their constituting layers [31]. In
those cases, interlayer hybridisation of carriers is weak, and the moiré effects are dominated
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by a periodic exciton potential produced by the band gap modulation along the heterostruc-
ture plane. Our results indicate that resonant interlayer hybridisation in MoSe2/WS2, such
as studied here, is the dominant mechanism driving moiré superlattice effects, producing
hX states that inherit spectral properties of the intralayer and interlayer excitons. Our PL
and RC measurements for varying twist angle in both CVD and exfoliated samples provide
strong evidence for the appearance of semi-bright hybridised exciton states, and in particular
for spectral features originating from higher hybridised moiré exciton mini bands, enabled
by umklapp exciton-photon processes mediated by the moiré superlattice. We anticipate a
similar effect of the hybridised exciton formation and resonant enhancement of moiré su-
perlattice effects in a broader class of 2D material heterostructures with close conduction
or valence band alignment. In such materials, the twist-angle-controlled resonant effects
reported in this work constitute an unprecedented approach for carrier and exciton band
structure engineering.
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V. FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Twisted MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers. (a) Schematic band diagram of
MoSe2/WS2 showing staggered alignment of the valence bands (VB) and the near degen-
eracy of the conduction band (CB) edges. The carrier spin orientations are labeled, and
the spin-orbit splittings are schematically shown as energetically separated valence and
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conduction sub-bands. CB and VB states involved in the formation of the bright A and B
excitons to are connected by arrows. The dashed arrows represent resonant hybridisation
between conduction band states of the two layers. (b) Real–space configuration of the
heterobilayer. Mo (W) atoms are shown in red (green), and all chalcogens are depicted in
orange. The angle θ between same lattice vectors of the two layers, e.g. aMoSe21 and a
WS2
1 ,
translates into an angle θ between the reciprocal lattice vectors, resulting in misalignment
of the two Brillouin zones. (c) PL image of one of the studied mechanically exfoliated
hBN/MoSe2/WS2/hBN samples acquired using a modified optical microscope (see Methods
and Ref. [22] for details). Orange and pink correspond to PL emitted from WS2 and MoSe2
regions, respectively. Edges of the monolayer flakes are marked. Dark (low PL) areas
correspond to the heterobilayer region where the WS2 and MoSe2 intralayer A exciton PL
is quenched. (d) PL image of one of the studied heterobilayers assembled from CVD-grown
monolayers, where red and pink correspond to PL from WS2 and MoSe2, respectively. The
scale bar in (c) and (d) corresponds to 10 µm.
Figure 2. Optical properties of twisted MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers. (a) Room-
temperature PL spectra measured in CVD-grown MoSe2 (black) and WS2 (magenta) mono-
layers, as well as in a mechanically stacked MoSe2/WS2 heterostructure with rotation angle
θ = 2◦ between the layers (blue). The two PL peaks appearing in the heterobilayer are
labeled P1 and P2. (b) Normalized PL spectra showing peak P1 from (a) acquired in
MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers with interlayer twist angles θ ranging from 1 to 59
◦, indicated
above each curve. A typical PL spectrum for a monolayer MoSe2 is shown with a dashed
black curve. The MoSe2 A exciton PL peak is labeled XA, and its energy is marked with
the vertical dashed line. (c) Variation of the P1 PL peak energy with twist angle measured
on two substrates containing MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers. Data for individual substrates
are shown with light and dark red symbols. See description of the fitting procedure in
Methods. The blue curve shows results of theoretical calculations as described in the text
and Supplementary Note 1. The dashed horizontal line shows the spectral position of XA
in an isolated MoSe2 monolayer. (d) Low temperature (T=10 K) reflectance contrast (RC)
spectra measured near the A exciton energy in an isolated MoSe2 monolayer (black), and in
MoSe2/WS2 heterostructures with various twist angles θ (with values shown next to each
curves). See explanation of the RC experiment, in particular parameters R and R0, in
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Methods. The A exciton feature in the isolated MoSe2 monolayer spectrum is labeled XA.
Arrows indicate new RC features appearing in the spectra for structures with nearly perfect
(anti-)alignment. Vertical lines show the positions of the maximum derivative of the XA
feature in the monolayer (black) and misaligned heterobilayer (orange) spectra.
Figure 3. Theoretical moiré bands and absorption spectrum of hybridised
excitons. (a) MoSe2 and WS2 electronic band structures and BZ alignment for twist angle
θ (the conduction band spin-orbit couplings ∆SO and ∆
′
SO are exaggerated for clarity).
Spin-down (spin-up) bands are coloured red or green (grey). The wavy red line represents
the formation of the zero-momentum MoSe2 A exciton, XA. The two interlayer exciton
states iX and iX’, involving WS2 electrons of opposite valleys, are shown with wavy blue
lines. (b) Moiré mini Brillouin zone (mBZ, purple) defined by the moiré Bragg vectors
bn = G
WS2
n − GMoSe2n (purple arrows). (c) hybridised exciton (hX) bands along the mBZ
path defined in (b) for twist angles θ = 0◦, 2◦ and 10◦ (for angles close to 60◦, see Ex-
tended Data Fig. 4). For reference, the decoupled intra- and interlayer (iX) exciton bands
are shown in red and blue dashed curves, respectively. Optically active hybridised exciton
states in that energy range are marked with yellow dots, whereas unmarked Γ excitons are
of iX nature. (d) Absorption spectrum as a function of twist angle. The MoSe2 A and
B exciton resonances XA and XB are indicated for large twist angles, where hybridisation
effects become negligible. By contrast, the three lines labeled hX1,2,3 appearing for θ ≈ 0◦
correspond to bright resonantly hybridised excitons in the range of MoSe2 XA; analogous
features in the range of XB are not labeled. In particular, hX3 originates from hybridisation
of the first folding of the XA band into the mBZ with the bright zero-momentum XA state,
indirectly through the iX band. This is illustrated in (e), where we show the XA (red) and
iX (blue) bands in the absence of hybridisation, for clarity. The black arrow indicates the
point where the first folded XA bands cross the Γ point. Thus, hX3 constitutes a direct
signature of the moiré superlattice effect.
Figure 4. Low temperature (T=10 K) optical spectra for exfoliated MoSe2/WS2
heterobilayers and MoSe2 monolayers. (a) PL spectra of the MoSe2 monolayer (black),
misaligned MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayer with θ = 12
◦ (orange), and the aligned MoSe2/WS2
heterobilayer with θ ≈ 1.8◦ (red). All samples are encapsulated in hBN. Black and red spec-
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tra are measured in the same sample, where an uncoupled MoSe2 monolayer was present.
Vertical lines mark the positions of A exciton (XA) and trion (X*) resonances in the un-
coupled MoSe2 monolayer, also visible in the red spectrum due to the monolayer proximity
and its much stronger PL (see text and Extended Data Fig. 6). Peak hX1 appears in the
PL spectrum of the θ ≈ 1.8◦ sample, as predicted in Fig. 3d, together with an additional
interlayer exciton line hX∗ (see text). (b) PL (orange) and RC (green) spectra for the
misaligned MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayer, with θ = 12
◦. XA labels the A exciton RC and PL
features. (c) PL (red) and RC (green) spectra for the aligned MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayer,
with θ ≈ 1.8◦. In addition to hX1 and hX∗, two other features, hX2 and hX3, appear in the
RC spectrum, in agreement with Fig. 3d.
Figure 5. Temperature-dependent PL and RC spectra for aligned MoSe2/WS2
heterobilayer. The data are shown for the same sample with hBN-encapsulated MoSe2/WS2
heterobilayer with θ ≈ 1.8◦, for which the low temperature data are presented in Fig. 4c.
Here, PL and RC spectra are shown in black and green, respectively. Similarly to Fig. 4c,
RC and PL peaks are labeled hX* and hX1−3. X* and XA mark PL peaks from the remote
isolated MoSe2 monolayer. The bottom panel presents the same low temperature data as
shown in Fig.4c.
VI. METHODS
Fabrication of twisted MoSe2-WS2 heterobilayers
Triangle-shaped monolayers of MoSe2 and WS2 were produced by chemical vapor deposi-
tion (CVD) growth. Single–layer MoSe2 crystals were grown on a c-plane sapphire substrate
by the vaporization of MoO3 and Se powders in a 2-inch quartz tube furnace in a controlled
gaseous environment. A typical run consisted of loading 60 mg of MoO3 source powder and
100 mg of Se powder into two ceramic boats, which were then placed into the center heating
zone and upwind the low temperature zone in the same quartz tube. A piece of sapphire
substrate, acting as a deposition acceptor, was placed downstream adjacent to the MoO3
powder. The temperature of MoO3 powder was raised to 600
◦ C at a rate of 25◦C/min
and then increased to 700◦ C within 10 min. At the same time, the temperature of the
Se powder was raised to 275◦ C using an external heating coil. After reaching their target
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values, the temperatures of MoO3 and Se were maintained at the same levels to facilitate the
MoSe2 growth. The vapor-phase reactants were transported by Ar gas flow (60 sccm), and
selenization was carried out by the flowing H2 reductant gas (12 sccm), thereby facilitating
the growth of the 2D MoSe2 crystals at the growth region. At the end of the growth, the
furnace was fast cooled to room temperature in a pure Ar atmosphere.
For WS2 growth, 50 mg of WO3 powder were placed at the center of an alumina boat, and
a silicon substrate with a 300 nm-thick SiO2 layer was placed upside down above it. Another
alumina boat containing 200 mg of sulfur powder was placed upstream of the furnace. The
furnace was heated to 950◦C and the temperature was maintained for 20 minutes with a
flow of Ar gas (150 sccm) in order to grow monolayer WS2. The furnace was then allowed
to cool down naturally.
For twisted heterobilayer fabrication, the monolayer MoSe2 flakes grown on a sapphire
substrate were transferred onto a 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate using a poly(methyl methacry-
late) (PMMA) transfer process. Few drops of PMMA (950 K) were spin-coated on the
MoSe2/sapphire substrate at 4000 RPM for 60 second and backed at 120
◦ C for 30 min. To
facilitate the separation of the PMMA membrane, a drop of deionized water was put at the
interface between PMMA and sapphire substrate. The PMMA-coated MoSe2 monolayers
were then peeled off the substrate using sharp tweezers and transferred into deionized wa-
ter. The floating PMMA/MoSe2 membrane was transferred onto a prepared WS2/(SiO2/Si)
substrate and dried at 80◦ C for few minute to evaporate the water at the interface. Finally,
the PMMA layer was dissolved in acetone, and the substrate was cleaned using isopropyl
alcohol.
High-quality fully-encapsulated MoSe2/WS2 samples were fabricated using PMMA-
assisted dry-peel transfer. In order to minimize contamination, heterostructures were fabri-
cated using remotely controlled micro-manipulation setup placed inside an argon chamber
with <0.1 ppm O2 and H2O. The bulk MoSe2 and WS2 crystals were mechanically exfoliated
onto a 90 nm layer of PMMA coated on a silicon wafer. Monolayers were then identified via
optical microscopy, as well as through luminescence imaging in the dark-field configuration
for WS2 [22]. Those crystals which had adjacent straight edges at 0
◦, 60◦ or 120◦ to one
another (indicating one of the crystallographic axes) were then selected and picked up onto
an hBN film (. 10 nm thickness) held by a PMMA membrane. During the transfer of
the second TMD layer the edges were aligned to within 2◦ of the desired angle and finally
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transferred onto another hBN film (. 20 nm) exfoliated onto an oxidised silicon wafer
(70 nm SiO2) to achieve full encapsulation. In order to prevent spontaneous rotation of
the TMDC layers and deterioration of MoSe2 crystalline quality we avoided exposing the
heterostructures to the temperatures above 70◦ C.
Twist angle measurements and spectral fitting.
The interlayer twist angle in CVD MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers was extracted from the mi-
croscope images by comparing the orientation of the two materials. It has been shown [35,36]
that triangular transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMD) flakes have zigzag edges, which ap-
pear sharp or diffuse in microscopy images when the edges terminate with transition metal
atoms or chalcogens, respectively. Therefore, as the sharp terminations of the flakes shown in
Fig. 1d of the main text indicate transition-metal termination, the relative flake orientation
directly corresponds to the twist angles between their lattice vectors, up to 120◦ rotations
given the C3 rotational symmetry of both the flakes and their underlying lattices. Similarly,
for flakes with the boundaries of different types, the interlayer twist angle is determined by
subtracting 60◦ from the relative rotation measured from the microscope image.
With these considerations, we were able to determine the relative twist angles θ between
the different MoSe2 flakes and the bottom WS2 monolayer from the microscopy images with
∼ 1◦ accuracy. Inherent to our method is an uncertainty in the angular measurement when
the type of the flake boundary is not clear, and the edge may be formed by either transition
metal or chalcogen atoms.
Although only a few of our samples displayed these characteristics, this uncertainty may
be behind the symmetric shape of the data presented in Fig. 2c and Extended Data Fig. 1b.
To identify the relative twist angle of the exfoliated TMD monolayers, second harmonic
generation (SHG) measurements were performed [37], see Extended Data Fig.9. All SHG
measurements were taken at room temperature using a custom-built system with a Toptica
FemtoFErb ∼ 90 fs SAM mode-locked laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz centred at
785 nm. For each measurement, the laser light had a typical incident power of 500 µW,
was linearly polarized and focused to a spot size of < 2 µm by a 50x objective lens (NA =
0.36). The SHG signal was separated from the reflected light using of a beam splitter and
short-pass filter. A second linear polarizer (analyzer) was placed in the SHG signal path
and aligned parallel to the excitation polarization. A motorized half-wave plate was located
above the objective and rotated in order to obtain angle resolution. The SHG signal for
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each measurement was then processed by a spectrometer with a grating of 300 groves per
millimetre and exposed onto a liquid nitrogen cooled charge-coupled device for 5 seconds.
The position, width and integrated intensity of the hybridized exciton peak were extracted
from the room-temperature PL spectra of the corresponding regions by fitting with a single
Lorentzian peak. In several regions, however, the proximity to isolated monolayer areas or
the presence of contamination trapped between the layers has led to the detection of an
uncoupled MoSe2 signal, which appears as a high-energy shoulder in the PL spectrum (see
top curve in Fig. 2b). The PL spectra containing isolated MoSe2 signal were fitted with two
Lorentzian peaks, and the parameters of the lower-energy peak were used for the twist angle
dependence.
Photoluminescence imaging, and photoluminescence and reflectance contrast
spectroscopy.
The photoluminescence (PL) images of the heterobilayer samples were acquired using a
modified bright-field microscope (LV150N, Nikon) equipped with a color camera (DS-Vi1,
Nikon). The near-infrared emission from the white light source was blocked with a 550 nm
short-pass filter (FESH0550, Thorlabs), and a 600 nm long-pass filter (FELH0600, Thorlabs)
was used to isolate the PL signal from the sample. The full description of the system is
available in Ref. 22.
Spectrally–resolved PL and reflectance contrast (RC) measurements were performed us-
ing a custom-built micro-PL setup. For PL, the excitation light centred at 2.33 eV was
generated by a diode-pumped solid-state laser (CW532-050, Roithner), while for RC a
stabilized Tungsten-Halogen white-light source (SLS201L, Thorlabs) was used. The ex-
citation light was focused onto the sample using a 50x objective lens (M Plan Apo 50X,
Mitutoyo). The PL and RC signals collected in the backwards direction were detected
by a 0.5 m spectrometer (SP-2-500i, Princeton Instruments) with a nitrogen cooled CCD
camera (PyLoN:100BR, Princeton Instruments). The PL signal was isolated using a 550
nm short-pass filter (FELH0550, Thorlabs). The RC spectra were derived by compar-
ing the spectra of white light reflected from the sample and the substrate as RC(λ) =
(R(λ) − R0(λ))/(R(λ) + R0(λ)), where R (R0) is the intensity of light reflected by the
sample (substrate). The room-temperature measurements were performed in ambient con-
ditions. The low temperature measurements were carried out using a continuous flow liquid
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VIII. EXTENDED DATA FIGURE CAPTIONS AND EXTENDED DATA TABLE
Extended Data Figure 1. Integrated intensity and linewidth for room-
temperature PL spectra for MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers as a function of the
interlayer twist angle θ. (a) and (b) shows the variation of integrated intensity and
linewidth, respectively. See Methods for the description of the fitting procedure. Data
acquired on two individual substrates containing MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers made from
CVD-grown monolayers of MoSe2 and WS2 are shown with light and dark red symbols. The
blue curve shows results of theoretical calculations as described in Supplementary Note 3.
Extended Data Figure 2. Breakdown of the moiré harmonic potential ap-
proximation in MoSe2/WS2. (a) MoSe2 A-exciton (XA, red) and interlayer exciton (iX,
blue) bands in MoSe2/WS2 within the moiré Brillouin zone, for twist angle θ = 54
◦. Purple
arrows represent second-order virtual tunnelling process enabled by intralayer-interlayer ex-
citon hybridization, giving rise to a moiré potential for bright (Γ-point) MoSe2 A excitons.
(b) Perturbation theory breaks down for MoSe2 Γ-point A excitons at θ = 58
◦, due to the
exciton band crossing. As a result, the effective moiré potential diverges for this twist angle,
indicating that the harmonic potential approximation is invalid. (c) Perturbative parameter
|T̃ |/|E+Y,↓(−∆K) − E+X,↓(0)| (top, see Supplementary Note 2) and P1 PL line energy (bot-
tom). The vertical gray lines divide the plot into the 8◦ ≤ θ ≤ 52◦ plateau and the two
modulation regions, showing that the latter is always outside the region of validity of the
harmonic approximation.
Extended Data Figure 3. The moiré mini Brillouin zone in MoSe2/WS2 het-
erobilayers. (a) Real-space stacking of the MoSe2 (red) and WS2 (green) lattices for twist
angle θ, with lattice vectors labeled aMX2n . Red (green) circles represent Mo (W) atoms,
whereas Se and S atoms are shown as orange circles. (b) The resulting alignment between
the Brillouin zones. Corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors GMoSe2n and G
WS2
n appear mis-
aligned by the twist angle θ. The monolayer band edges appear at the points KMX2 of the
corresponding BZs; the valley mismatch vectors are labeled ∆K and ∆K′. (c) The two
MoSe2 Bragg vectors that contribute to the hopping term in Eq. 3 in Supplementary Note




n −GMoSe2n for θ ≈ 0◦. (e) Mini Brillouin zone defined by the vectors bn, where
the lattice mismatch ∆K appears at the mBZ edge. The different moiré vectors can be
constructed as (D −D′)∆K. An example is shown, where ∆K− C3∆K = −b3.
Extended Data Figure 4. Calculated moiré band structures of hybridized
excitons in MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers for various interlayer twist angles. Bright
hybridized exciton (hX) band structures within the first moiré Brillouin zone for various
twist angles, calculated using the exfoliated sample parameters reported in Extended Data
Table I. The red dashed curves in all panels show the uncoupled MoSe2 A exciton dispersion,
for reference. In the top panels, the blue dashed curves corresponds to the iX interlayer
exciton state described in the main text, whereas in the bottom panels they represent the
interlayer exciton state labeled iX’.
Extended Data Figure 5. Low-temperature RC spectra of CVD-grown
MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayers. (a) RC spectra recorded at T = 10 K in CVD MoSe2/WS2
heterostructure with interlayer twist angle of 1◦ (red), 31◦ (orange) and 59◦ (blue) in a
spectral range around the MoSe2 A exciton energy. Closely-aligned regions show the red
shift and significant intensity reduction of the main peak compared to the rotationally mis-
aligned heterobilayer, as well as the emergence of additional weak features above the main
peak. (b) RC spectra measured in the vicinity of the B exciton energy in an isolated MoSe2
monolayer (black), and in MoSe2/WS2 heterostructures for various θ. The B exciton feature
in the isolated MoSe2 monolayer spectrum is labeled XB. Vertical lines show the position
of the maximum derivative of the XB feature in the monolayer (black) and misaligned het-
erobilayer (orange) spectra. See full description of the experimental procedure for the RC
measurements in Methods.
Extended Data Figure 6. Variation of PL and RC spectra in a MoSe2/WS2
heterobilayers made from exfoliated MoSe2 and WS2 monolayers encapsulated
in hBN. (a) Bright-field image of a fully-encapsulated MoSe2/WS2 sample S1, where the
points for which we report the PL and RC spectra in (b)-(d) are marked. Scale bar cor-
responds to 10 µm.(b-d) Low-temperature PL (black) and RC (red) spectra recorded in
several regions of the sample marked in (a). The two higher-energy peaks in the PL spectra,
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X* at 1.624 and XA at 1.652 eV, correspond to trion and excition emission unintentionally
collected from the single-layer MoSe2 area located at the right side of the heterobilayer
sample. The position of these peaks remains unchanged in all three points, while their in-
tensity decreases gradually with the increasing spatial separation. The two lower-energy PL
peaks, labeled hX∗ and hX1, represent the emission originating in the heterostructure region
and show a variation of their position and relative intensities across the heterostructure
region, likely caused by the non-uniform strain and doping. The RC spectra recorded in
the three points are similar, with the two lower-energy peaks directly corresponding to hX∗
and hX1 in PL, and hX2 and hX3 representing the higher-energy states. (e) Comparison of
low-temperature PL spectra recorded in the samples fabricated from mechanically exfoliated
monolayers. Dashed lines show PL spectra of uncoupled single-layer MoSe2, recorded in
the same sample, where an uncoupled MoSe2 monolayer area was present. Samples S1-S4
were fabricated with the crystal axes of the two materials closely aligned, whereas sample
S5 was made with a significant rotational misalignment (θ = 12◦). Despite the variation of
exciton (XA) and trion (X*) energies, all four aligned samples show a hybridised exciton
peak hX1, located 20-30 meV below the monolayer trion line. Samples S1 and S2 show an
additional lower-energy line hX∗ positioned ∼32 meV below hX1 energy. Fig. 4 in the main
text reports data for the closely-aligned sample S1 and the misaligned sample S5. Fig. 5 in
the main text reports data for sample S1.
Extended Data Figure 7. Temperature dependence of PL and RC spectra in
a MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayer made from exfoliated MoSe2 and WS2 monolayers
encapsulated in hBN. The data presented here are for sample S1, for which additional
data are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 in the main text. (a) Normalized PL spectra for hBN-
encapsulated MoSe2/WS2 heterostructure S1 at different temperatures. At T=10 K, the
emission spectrum consists of the hX∗ peak at 1.565 eV and hX1 peak 1.598 eV originating
in the heterostructure, and the strong trion peak (X*) at 1.624 and a weaker neutral exciton
peak (XA) at 1.652 eV collected from the isolated MoSe2 monolayer. hX
∗ disappears at
T ≥ 105K, while hX1 is the dominant PL feature visible at room temperature. (b) RC
spectra recorded in the same region of the sample and the same temperatures as the PL
spectra in (a). The two lower-energy peaks visible in the low-temperature spectrum directly
correspond to hX∗ and hX1 PL features, whereas the peaks hX2 and hX3 represent the
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higher-energy features which are not visible in PL. The hX∗ and hX3 peaks become weak
above T = 105K, while the hX1 and hX2 peaks persist up to much higher temperature, with
the former remaining visible at room temperature. (c) Energy of hX∗ (red), hX1 (green),
and hX2 (blue) features in PL and RC as a function of temperature. The peak positions
in PL (RC) are marked with a circle (triangle). (d) and (e) PL linewidth and integrated
intensity of hX∗ (red) and hX1 (green) as functions of temperature.
Extended Data Figure 8. Theoretical PL spectra of MoSe2/WS2 for different
temperatures. (a) Calculated activation energy for hX1 PL, as a function of twist angle.
(b) Normalised PL intensity in the MoSe2 A-exciton energy range, for three different tem-
peratures: T = 60K, 160K and 300K (room temperature). PL from state hX1 produces
the peak identified as P1 in our CVD sample measurements. A second peak at higher pho-
ton energies (black arrow) is thermally activated at approximately 160K, corresponding to
PL from the hX2 state, in excellent agreement with our exfoliated sample measurements
(Fig. 5). PL peak broadening and red shift with increasing temperature are not taken into
account for these simulations.
Extended Data Figure 9. Twist angle measurements using second harmonic
generation (SHG). The symbols show the data for the nearly aligned (a) and misaligned
(b) samples fabricated from mechanically exfoliated monolayers. Solid lines in the graph
represent the fitting of the data with ISHG ∝ sin(3α + φ). All SHG measurements were
taken at room temperature using a custom-built system with a Toptica FemtoFErb ∼ 90 fs
SAM mode-locked laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz centred at 785 nm. For each
measurement, the laser light had a typical incident power of 500 µW, was linearly polarized
and focused to a spot size of < 2 µm by a 50x objective lens (NA = 0.36). The SHG
signal was separated from the reflected light using a beam splitter and a short-pass filter.
A second linear polarizer (analyzer) was placed in the SHG signal path and aligned parallel
to the excitation polarization. A motorized half-wave plate was located above the objective
and rotated in order to obtain angle resolution. The SHG signal was then measured by a
spectrometer and a liquid nitrogen cooled charge-coupled device.
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Extended Data Table I. Parameters of the exciton hybridisation model (Supplementary Note
1, Eqs. 4a and 4b). The MoSe2 A- and B-exciton energies (EXA and EXB) were obtained from
our measurements of strongly misaligned CVD (for room temperature) and exfoliated (for low
temperature) samples. An intralayer-interlayer exciton detuning EiX − EX = 13meV and inter-
layer hopping strength tcc = 26meV were estimated from the room temperature CVD twist-angle
dependent PL data for angles close to 0◦. We have assumed that these parameters persist in the
exfoliated samples, yielding the values reported below, which we used in our calculations of Fig.
3c-e in the main text. The conduction and valence band spin-orbit splittings (∆cSO and ∆
v
SO), lat-
tice constants (aMX2), and momentum matrix elements between the conduction and valence bands
at the valley (γ) were obtained from Ref.[32] in the main text. The exciton Bohr radii aXA and
aiX, necessary to determine the intralayer-interlayer exciton hybridisation as a function of twist
angle, were obtained from a finite–elements method solution for the exciton wavefunctions, using
a dielectric constant ǫ = 2.45 corresponding to a heterostructure placed between an SiO2 slab and
vacuum (see Ref. [33] in the main text).
EXA (eV) EXB (eV) EiX (eV) tcc (meV) aXA (Å) aiX (Å)
1.555 (CVD) 1.756 (CVD) 1.568 (CVD)
1.632 (exfoliated) 1.854 (exfoliated) 1.645 (exfoliated)
26 16.5 19.5




SO [meV] γ [eV · Å]
MoSe2 3.289 0.38 0.44 8.0 93.0 2.20
WS2 3.16 0.27 0.32 −16.0 214.5 2.59
IX. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
1. Model for intralayer-interlayer exciton hybridization and moiré superlattice
minibands for excitons
Bright MoSe2 excitons are formed in an MoSe2/WS2 heterobilayer by τKMoSe2 valley
electrons and −τKMoSe2 holes of opposite spins, where τ = ±1 is the valley index. For
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Q+ κ)h†M,−s(−KMoSe2 + mhMXQ− κ)|Ω〉, (1)
where c†M,s(KMoSe2 + k) [h
†
M,s(KMoSe2 + k)] creates an electron (hole) in the MoSe2 spin–s
conduction (valence) band, with wave vector k near KMoSe2 (s =↓ gives the A exciton, XA,
while s =↑ gives the B exciton, XB. The same is true for WS2), and ϕ̃(κ) is the Fourier
transform of the (ground-state) exciton relative-motion wavefunction. me and mh are the
electron and hole effective masses; MX = me+mh, and |Ω〉 is the heterobilayer ground state.

























′)cM,s(KMoSe2 + k) + H.c.
]
,
where GMoSe2m and G
WS2
n are reciprocal lattice vectors of the corresponding crystals, and r0
represents the in-plane shift between metal atoms in the two layers, which together with the
twist angle θ parametrizes the heterobilayer stacking. The Kronecker delta encodes momen-
tum conservation . Due to symmetry under C3 rotations, the valley −KWS2 is equivalent to
K′WS2 (see main text Fig. 3a).
Intralayer MoSe2 excitons can hybridize with interlayer excitons (iXs) of same quantum
number s, (WS2 electron and an MoSe2 hole)









Q′ + κ)h†M,−s(−KMoSe2 + mhMYQ
′ − κ)|Ω〉, (2)
where m′e is the WS2 electron effective mass and MiX = m
′
e +mh (see Extended Data Table
I).
The relative-motion momentum-space wavefunctions of both exciton species are given by
ϕ̃(κ) =
∫
d2ρ e−iκ·ρϕ(ρ), ψ̃(κ) =
∫
d2ρ e−iκ·ρψ(ρ),










by solving numerically the two–body problem with bilayer Keldysh–type interactions [2–6],














































where ∆Kτ ′ = τ





The coupling function tcc(q) decays rapidly with wave vector for |q| > |KMoSe2 | [1, 7],
which allows us to set it as a constant tcc for |q| . |KMoSe2 |, and zero otherwise. This makes
Tτ ′(G,G
′) finite only for G = 0 and the two other MoSe2 Bragg vectors shown in Extended
Data Fig. 3c. For closely aligned (θ ≈ 0◦) configurations, when G = GMoSe2n , the hopping
term gives significant contributions only if τ ′ = 1 and G′ = GWS2n , and is vanishingly small











∆K , G′ = G = 0
C3∆K , G




′ = −GWS21 , G = −GMoSe21
.
































where we define D ∈ {E, C3, C23}, with Cn3 a rotation by 2nπ3 and E the identity.
For θ ≈ 60◦ one must choose τ ′ = −1 and for each Bragg vector G = GMoSe2n take



















EX,s(Q)X†s(Q)Xs(Q) + E+iX,s(Q)Y +s †(Q)Y +s (Q)
]








EX,s(Q)X†s(Q)Xs(Q) + E−iX,s(Q)Y −s †(Q)Y −s (Q)
]
+ T̃ ; θ > 30◦, (4b)
where










with ∆cSO and ∆
v
SO the spin-orbit couplings of the MoSe2 conduction and valence bands, and
∆cSO
′ the WS2 conduction band spin-orbit coupling. Thus, for Q = 0, the A- and B-exciton
energies can be written as (see Extended Data Table I) EXA = E
0







SO). Analogous terms exist for the τ = −1 valley, given by a time
reversal transformation.
The moiré superlattice periodicity, introduced in Eqs. (4a) and (4b) through the terms
T and T̃ , requires that we fold the X and iX bands onto the moiré Brillouin zone,
|Xs(Q)〉m,n ≡ |Xs(Q+mb1 + nb2)〉,
|Yτ ′s (Q′)〉m,n ≡ |Y τ
′
s (Q
′ +mb1 + nb2)〉,
where Q is limited to the first moiré Brillouin zone (mBZ, Extended Data Fig. 3e). The
intra- and interlayer exciton states |Xs(Q)〉m,n and |Yτ ′s (Q′)〉m′,n′ hybridize when Q = Q′
and
(m′ −m)b1 + (n′ − n)b2 = bj ; j = ±1,±2,±3,
producing hXs states









, Q ∈ mBZ,
with corresponding energies Eτ
′
s;i,j(Q).
















c†M,s(ηKMoSe2 + k− ξ)h†M,s(−ηKMoSe2 − k)a†η(ξ, ξz) + H.c.
Here, a†η(ξ, ξz) creates a photon of in-plane momentum ξ and out-of-plane momentum ξz,
and polarization η = ±1, corresponding to counter-clockwise and clockwise, respectively. We
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For PL, we take into account temperature effects through the Bose-Einstein distribution




where Egnd is the energy of the lowest exciton state. The calculated twist-angle dependence
of the activation energy E↓;0,0(0) − Egnd for hX1 in MoSe2/WS2, as well as PL spectra at
several temperatures, are shown in Extended Data Fig. 8.
























(~ω − Eτ ′s;m,n(0))2 + β2
,
where we use β = 5meV and ~δω = 1meV to evaluate the spectrum shown in Fig. 3e.
2. Harmonic potential approximation to exciton moiré effects in MoSe2/WS2 het-
erostructures
The moiré superlattice effects on the band structure [9, 10] and exciton energies [7] of
bilayer systems, produced by incommensurability and misalignment of the two lattices, are
often described in terms of a minimal harmonic potential [11–13]. In this section we derive
the tunnelling contribution to this potential for intralayer excitons in TMD heterobilayers,
using MoSe2/WS2 as a case study. We show that a harmonic potential fails to describe
the moiré superlattice effects in the close alignment (anti-alignment) regime in the case of
near-resonant exciton bands.
For θ < 30◦, interlayer tunnelling T allows MoSe2 intralayer excitons to explore the
reciprocal lattice of the WS2 layer through virtual tunneling of their electrons onto the WS2
conduction band, and then back onto the MoSe2 conduction band. These virtual processes
introduce momentum-dependent corrections to the intralayer exciton energies, which in real
space correspond to a potential.
33
Focusing on the case of θ < 30◦, we perform a canonical transformation H̃ = eiSHe−iS
on the intralayer-interlayer exciton Hamiltonian H = H0 + T presented in main text Eq.
(4a), with the condition [14]
T = −i [S,H0] , (8)
which removes from H̃ all terms that are first order in T . A similar procedure is followed
















































































The remaining two terms represent scattering by moiré vectors b = (D−D′)∆Kτ , as shown
in Extended Data Fig. 3e. For exciton momenta near the center of the moiré Brillouin zone



















Finally, an inverse Fourier transform gives the harmonic potential for bright intralayer exci-

















where C03 = E, and for convenience we have re-labeled the moiré Bragg vectors as follows:


















Using the values of Extended Data Table I, we find that WX,s(r) diverges at θ ≈ 58◦,
signaling the breakdown of perturbation theory due to a crossing between the intralayer
and interlayer exciton bands at the iX band edge, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 2b.
Furthermore, Extended Data Fig. 2c shows that, although VX,s(r) remains finite for all
θ < 30◦, the excitation energy in the virtual process becomes smaller than the mixing
energy for θ < 5◦, indicating that the perturbative approach is no longer valid.
Beyond these angles the intralayer-interlayer exciton mixing strength becomes the dom-
inant energy scale in the problem, such that perturbative methods in general, and a simple
description in terms of a potential in particular, cannot describe hX states or the moiré
superlattice effects. This is a direct consequence of the near-resonant conduction bands in
MoSe2/WS2 heterostructures.
3. Broadening of the photoluminescence line by random fields in the sample
The dependence on twist angle of the emission line broadening shown in Extended Data
Fig. 1b may be explained by the coupling of weak electric fields produced by random strain
throughout the sample, with the out-of-plane electric dipole of the mixed intralayer-interlayer







































where cM,s(q) and cW,s(q) annihilate an electron of momentum q and spin projection s in
MoSe2 and WS2, respectively; e is the charge unit, d the interlayer distance, and we assume
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that the out-of-plane electric field Ez is small. In first–order perturbation theory, this gives
a correction to the bright, optically–active (Q = 0) mixed exciton energy










where τ ′ = 1 (τ ′ = −1) for θ < 30◦ (θ ≥ 30◦), |hX↓(0)〉0,0 is the lowest bright hybridized
exciton state, and 〈Yτ ′↓ (0)|hX↓(0)〉0,0 is its interlayer exciton component (see Methods in
main text). Excitons in different parts of the sample will experience different values of Ez.









of mean E0z and variance σ

















〈δE2〉ρ − 〈δE〉2ρ = 2σ
√










Allowing for an additive constant, representing the intrinsic broadening of the PL line, we
fitted Eq. (19) to the experimental data, and the result is presented in Extended Data
Fig. 1b of the main text. The fitting parameters give σed = 19.8meV, or σ ≈ 0.03V/nm,
assuming an approximate interlayer distance of 6 Å [15].
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θ = 10◦
<latexit sha1_base64="j+975vwMS7011k8kCX3jVZsFp7o=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLXN+aN2KilIi3Eh7SVXAxzm0kyZG/v2J2ThDNfxrf6hfw27qUR TOrAwp/fzOzs7D/JNTkOw9+14MbNW7fvbN2t37v/4OGjxvbOucsKq7CrMp3ZywQcajLYZWKNl7lFSBONF8n0TZW/+IbWUWY+8zzHfgpjQyNSwB4NGk9iniDDy5hxxmUULr7GiqwaNJrhQbgMeV1EK9EUq+gMtmtJPMxUkaJhpcG5XhTm3C/BMimNi3pcOMxBTWGMPS8NpOj65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjNXwf/legWPWv2STF4wGnU1aFRoyZmsfkMOya JiPfcClCX/VqkmYEGx/7P6rjz7Ijsfj9tnr0+P12YuJ+Wo1vYqZ4UhlQ1xg2qesQUPHXIKZKody7Yl0H+Zv6yCe29pTOz2T705Zv/EIk6flyektfwExi3q3pVo04Pr4vzwIPL6Q9g8aq382RJPxTOxJyLxQhyJd6IjukKJ7+KH+Cl+BTtBK3gVtK9Kg9qq57FYi+D9H1D4yZM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j+975vwMS7011k8kCX3jVZsFp7o=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLXN+aN2KilIi3Eh7SVXAxzm0kyZG/v2J2ThDNfxrf6hfw27qUR TOrAwp/fzOzs7D/JNTkOw9+14MbNW7fvbN2t37v/4OGjxvbOucsKq7CrMp3ZywQcajLYZWKNl7lFSBONF8n0TZW/+IbWUWY+8zzHfgpjQyNSwB4NGk9iniDDy5hxxmUULr7GiqwaNJrhQbgMeV1EK9EUq+gMtmtJPMxUkaJhpcG5XhTm3C/BMimNi3pcOMxBTWGMPS8NpOj65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjNXwf/legWPWv2STF4wGnU1aFRoyZmsfkMOya JiPfcClCX/VqkmYEGx/7P6rjz7Ijsfj9tnr0+P12YuJ+Wo1vYqZ4UhlQ1xg2qesQUPHXIKZKody7Yl0H+Zv6yCe29pTOz2T705Zv/EIk6flyektfwExi3q3pVo04Pr4vzwIPL6Q9g8aq382RJPxTOxJyLxQhyJd6IjukKJ7+KH+Cl+BTtBK3gVtK9Kg9qq57FYi+D9H1D4yZM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j+975vwMS7011k8kCX3jVZsFp7o=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLXN+aN2KilIi3Eh7SVXAxzm0kyZG/v2J2ThDNfxrf6hfw27qUR TOrAwp/fzOzs7D/JNTkOw9+14MbNW7fvbN2t37v/4OGjxvbOucsKq7CrMp3ZywQcajLYZWKNl7lFSBONF8n0TZW/+IbWUWY+8zzHfgpjQyNSwB4NGk9iniDDy5hxxmUULr7GiqwaNJrhQbgMeV1EK9EUq+gMtmtJPMxUkaJhpcG5XhTm3C/BMimNi3pcOMxBTWGMPS8NpOj65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjNXwf/legWPWv2STF4wGnU1aFRoyZmsfkMOya JiPfcClCX/VqkmYEGx/7P6rjz7Ijsfj9tnr0+P12YuJ+Wo1vYqZ4UhlQ1xg2qesQUPHXIKZKody7Yl0H+Zv6yCe29pTOz2T705Zv/EIk6flyektfwExi3q3pVo04Pr4vzwIPL6Q9g8aq382RJPxTOxJyLxQhyJd6IjukKJ7+KH+Cl+BTtBK3gVtK9Kg9qq57FYi+D9H1D4yZM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j+975vwMS7011k8kCX3jVZsFp7o=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLXN+aN2KilIi3Eh7SVXAxzm0kyZG/v2J2ThDNfxrf6hfw27qUR TOrAwp/fzOzs7D/JNTkOw9+14MbNW7fvbN2t37v/4OGjxvbOucsKq7CrMp3ZywQcajLYZWKNl7lFSBONF8n0TZW/+IbWUWY+8zzHfgpjQyNSwB4NGk9iniDDy5hxxmUULr7GiqwaNJrhQbgMeV1EK9EUq+gMtmtJPMxUkaJhpcG5XhTm3C/BMimNi3pcOMxBTWGMPS8NpOj65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjNXwf/legWPWv2STF4wGnU1aFRoyZmsfkMOya JiPfcClCX/VqkmYEGx/7P6rjz7Ijsfj9tnr0+P12YuJ+Wo1vYqZ4UhlQ1xg2qesQUPHXIKZKody7Yl0H+Zv6yCe29pTOz2T705Zv/EIk6flyektfwExi3q3pVo04Pr4vzwIPL6Q9g8aq382RJPxTOxJyLxQhyJd6IjukKJ7+KH+Cl+BTtBK3gVtK9Kg9qq57FYi+D9H1D4yZM=</latexit>
θ = 50◦
<latexit sha1_base64="t4EqUYONh9wo+ tBlk+RlO1+f968=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxI W0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm 7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1WbGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpj o0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvn4eJrjMrioNEMD8JlyKsiWommWEVnsF1L4mGGRUqGUYNzv SjMuV+CZYWaFvW4cJQDTmFMPS8NpOT65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjN Xwf/legWPWv1SmbxgMng5aFRoyZmsfkMOlSVkPfcC0Cr/VokTsIDs/6y+K0+/yM7Ho/bp6 5OjtZnLSTnh2l7lrDAKsyFtUM0ztuChI05BmWrHsm0V6L/MX1bBvbdqrNjtn3hzzP6xJZ o+LY+V1vITGLeoe1eiTQ+uirNnB5HXH8LmYWvlz5Z4LJ6IPRGJF+JQvBMd0RUovosf4qf4 FewEreBV0L4sDWqrnodiLYL3fwBZbMmX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4EqUYONh9wo+ tBlk+RlO1+f968=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxI W0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm 7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1WbGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpj o0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvn4eJrjMrioNEMD8JlyKsiWommWEVnsF1L4mGGRUqGUYNzv SjMuV+CZYWaFvW4cJQDTmFMPS8NpOT65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjN Xwf/legWPWv1SmbxgMng5aFRoyZmsfkMOlSVkPfcC0Cr/VokTsIDs/6y+K0+/yM7Ho/bp6 5OjtZnLSTnh2l7lrDAKsyFtUM0ztuChI05BmWrHsm0V6L/MX1bBvbdqrNjtn3hzzP6xJZ o+LY+V1vITGLeoe1eiTQ+uirNnB5HXH8LmYWvlz5Z4LJ6IPRGJF+JQvBMd0RUovosf4qf4 FewEreBV0L4sDWqrnodiLYL3fwBZbMmX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4EqUYONh9wo+ tBlk+RlO1+f968=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxI W0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm 7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1WbGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpj o0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvn4eJrjMrioNEMD8JlyKsiWommWEVnsF1L4mGGRUqGUYNzv SjMuV+CZYWaFvW4cJQDTmFMPS8NpOT65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjN Xwf/legWPWv1SmbxgMng5aFRoyZmsfkMOlSVkPfcC0Cr/VokTsIDs/6y+K0+/yM7Ho/bp6 5OjtZnLSTnh2l7lrDAKsyFtUM0ztuChI05BmWrHsm0V6L/MX1bBvbdqrNjtn3hzzP6xJZ o+LY+V1vITGLeoe1eiTQ+uirNnB5HXH8LmYWvlz5Z4LJ6IPRGJF+JQvBMd0RUovosf4qf4 FewEreBV0L4sDWqrnodiLYL3fwBZbMmX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4EqUYONh9wo+ tBlk+RlO1+f968=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxI W0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm 7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1WbGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpj o0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvn4eJrjMrioNEMD8JlyKsiWommWEVnsF1L4mGGRUqGUYNzv SjMuV+CZYWaFvW4cJQDTmFMPS8NpOT65XKBhdz1ZChHmfXHsFzSfztKSJ2bp4mvTIEnbjN Xwf/legWPWv1SmbxgMng5aFRoyZmsfkMOlSVkPfcC0Cr/VokTsIDs/6y+K0+/yM7Ho/bp6 5OjtZnLSTnh2l7lrDAKsyFtUM0ztuChI05BmWrHsm0V6L/MX1bBvbdqrNjtn3hzzP6xJZ o+LY+V1vITGLeoe1eiTQ+uirNnB5HXH8LmYWvlz5Z4LJ6IPRGJF+JQvBMd0RUovosf4qf4 FewEreBV0L4sDWqrnodiLYL3fwBZbMmX</latexit>
θ = 55◦
<latexit sha1_base64="4cQGdGeg/BFTw3L4TWCgbqag36o=">AAACkHicbZFvSxtBEM Y3p21tbGtU8E3fLAbBgsidIOZN0fgHS1GIbaOWXBrmNpNkyd7esTsnCdd8mb5tv1C/TfdiCk3swMLDb2Z2dvaJUiUt+f7vkre0/Oz5i5WX5dVXr9+sVdY3bm2SGYFNkajE3EdgUUmNT ZKk8D41CHGk8C4anhX5uwc0Vib6C41TbMfQ17InBZBDncpWSAMkeB8Sjig/PJx8C4U0olOp+vv+NPhTEcxElc2i0VkvRWE3EVmMmoQCa1uBn1I7B0NSKJyUw8xiCmIIfWw5qSFG286n C0z4jiNd3kuMO5r4lP7bkUNs7TiOXGUMNLCLuQL+L9fKqFdr51KnGaEWj4N6meKU8OI3eFcaFKTGToAw0r2ViwEYEOT+rLzDr7/yxqeL+vXp1cXczOmkFMXcXvko01IkXVygikZkwEG LFIPUxY553UhQf5m7rIC757Ivye5dOXP03qVBHL7LL6VS/DNoOyk7V4JFD56K24P9wOkbv3pSm/mzwt6ybbbLAnbETtgH1mBNJth39oP9ZL+8Da/mHXv1x1KvNOvZZHPhffwDY/jJnA ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4cQGdGeg/BFTw3L4TWCgbqag36o=">AAACkHicbZFvSxtBEM Y3p21tbGtU8E3fLAbBgsidIOZN0fgHS1GIbaOWXBrmNpNkyd7esTsnCdd8mb5tv1C/TfdiCk3swMLDb2Z2dvaJUiUt+f7vkre0/Oz5i5WX5dVXr9+sVdY3bm2SGYFNkajE3EdgUUmNT ZKk8D41CHGk8C4anhX5uwc0Vib6C41TbMfQ17InBZBDncpWSAMkeB8Sjig/PJx8C4U0olOp+vv+NPhTEcxElc2i0VkvRWE3EVmMmoQCa1uBn1I7B0NSKJyUw8xiCmIIfWw5qSFG286n C0z4jiNd3kuMO5r4lP7bkUNs7TiOXGUMNLCLuQL+L9fKqFdr51KnGaEWj4N6meKU8OI3eFcaFKTGToAw0r2ViwEYEOT+rLzDr7/yxqeL+vXp1cXczOmkFMXcXvko01IkXVygikZkwEG LFIPUxY553UhQf5m7rIC757Ivye5dOXP03qVBHL7LL6VS/DNoOyk7V4JFD56K24P9wOkbv3pSm/mzwt6ybbbLAnbETtgH1mBNJth39oP9ZL+8Da/mHXv1x1KvNOvZZHPhffwDY/jJnA ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4cQGdGeg/BFTw3L4TWCgbqag36o=">AAACkHicbZFvSxtBEM Y3p21tbGtU8E3fLAbBgsidIOZN0fgHS1GIbaOWXBrmNpNkyd7esTsnCdd8mb5tv1C/TfdiCk3swMLDb2Z2dvaJUiUt+f7vkre0/Oz5i5WX5dVXr9+sVdY3bm2SGYFNkajE3EdgUUmNT ZKk8D41CHGk8C4anhX5uwc0Vib6C41TbMfQ17InBZBDncpWSAMkeB8Sjig/PJx8C4U0olOp+vv+NPhTEcxElc2i0VkvRWE3EVmMmoQCa1uBn1I7B0NSKJyUw8xiCmIIfWw5qSFG286n C0z4jiNd3kuMO5r4lP7bkUNs7TiOXGUMNLCLuQL+L9fKqFdr51KnGaEWj4N6meKU8OI3eFcaFKTGToAw0r2ViwEYEOT+rLzDr7/yxqeL+vXp1cXczOmkFMXcXvko01IkXVygikZkwEG LFIPUxY553UhQf5m7rIC757Ivye5dOXP03qVBHL7LL6VS/DNoOyk7V4JFD56K24P9wOkbv3pSm/mzwt6ybbbLAnbETtgH1mBNJth39oP9ZL+8Da/mHXv1x1KvNOvZZHPhffwDY/jJnA ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4cQGdGeg/BFTw3L4TWCgbqag36o=">AAACkHicbZFvSxtBEM Y3p21tbGtU8E3fLAbBgsidIOZN0fgHS1GIbaOWXBrmNpNkyd7esTsnCdd8mb5tv1C/TfdiCk3swMLDb2Z2dvaJUiUt+f7vkre0/Oz5i5WX5dVXr9+sVdY3bm2SGYFNkajE3EdgUUmNT ZKk8D41CHGk8C4anhX5uwc0Vib6C41TbMfQ17InBZBDncpWSAMkeB8Sjig/PJx8C4U0olOp+vv+NPhTEcxElc2i0VkvRWE3EVmMmoQCa1uBn1I7B0NSKJyUw8xiCmIIfWw5qSFG286n C0z4jiNd3kuMO5r4lP7bkUNs7TiOXGUMNLCLuQL+L9fKqFdr51KnGaEWj4N6meKU8OI3eFcaFKTGToAw0r2ViwEYEOT+rLzDr7/yxqeL+vXp1cXczOmkFMXcXvko01IkXVygikZkwEG LFIPUxY553UhQf5m7rIC757Ivye5dOXP03qVBHL7LL6VS/DNoOyk7V4JFD56K24P9wOkbv3pSm/mzwt6ybbbLAnbETtgH1mBNJth39oP9ZL+8Da/mHXv1x1KvNOvZZHPhffwDY/jJnA ==</latexit>
θ = 58◦
<latexit sha1_base64="ReLOwO+9DszT7wZ77OmBtkXg2S0=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEM c351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxIW0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1W bGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpjo0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvnrcXXGJXFQaMZHoTLkFdFtBJNsYrOYLuWxMMMi5QMowbnelGYc78Eywo1Lepx4SgHnMKYel4aSMn1y+UC C7nryVCOMuuPYbmk/3aUkDo3TxNfmQJP3Gaugv/L9QoetfqlMnnBZPBy0KjQkjNZ/YYcKkvIeu4FoFX+rRInYAHZ/1l9V55+kZ2PR+3T1ydHazOXk3LCtb3KWWEUZkPaoJpnbMFDR5y CMtWOZdsq0H+Zv6yCe2/VWLHbP/HmmP1jSzR9Wh4rreUnMG5R965Emx5cFWfPDiKvP4TNw9bKny3xWDwReyISL8SheCc6oitQfBc/xE/xK9gJWsGroH1ZGtRWPQ/FWgTv/wBqTMmf</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ReLOwO+9DszT7wZ77OmBtkXg2S0=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEM c351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxIW0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1W bGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpjo0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvnrcXXGJXFQaMZHoTLkFdFtBJNsYrOYLuWxMMMi5QMowbnelGYc78Eywo1Lepx4SgHnMKYel4aSMn1y+UC C7nryVCOMuuPYbmk/3aUkDo3TxNfmQJP3Gaugv/L9QoetfqlMnnBZPBy0KjQkjNZ/YYcKkvIeu4FoFX+rRInYAHZ/1l9V55+kZ2PR+3T1ydHazOXk3LCtb3KWWEUZkPaoJpnbMFDR5y CMtWOZdsq0H+Zv6yCe2/VWLHbP/HmmP1jSzR9Wh4rreUnMG5R965Emx5cFWfPDiKvP4TNw9bKny3xWDwReyISL8SheCc6oitQfBc/xE/xK9gJWsGroH1ZGtRWPQ/FWgTv/wBqTMmf</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ReLOwO+9DszT7wZ77OmBtkXg2S0=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEM c351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxIW0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1W bGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpjo0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvnrcXXGJXFQaMZHoTLkFdFtBJNsYrOYLuWxMMMi5QMowbnelGYc78Eywo1Lepx4SgHnMKYel4aSMn1y+UC C7nryVCOMuuPYbmk/3aUkDo3TxNfmQJP3Gaugv/L9QoetfqlMnnBZPBy0KjQkjNZ/YYcKkvIeu4FoFX+rRInYAHZ/1l9V55+kZ2PR+3T1ydHazOXk3LCtb3KWWEUZkPaoJpnbMFDR5y CMtWOZdsq0H+Zv6yCe2/VWLHbP/HmmP1jSzR9Wh4rreUnMG5R965Emx5cFWfPDiKvP4TNw9bKny3xWDwReyISL8SheCc6oitQfBc/xE/xK9gJWsGroH1ZGtRWPQ/FWgTv/wBqTMmf</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ReLOwO+9DszT7wZ77OmBtkXg2S0=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEM c351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHIniHkjNmqpSAvxIW0lF8PcZJIs2ds7duck4cyX8a1+Ib+Ne2kEkzqw8Oc3Mzs7+09yrRyH4e9acO36jZu3tm7X79y9d/9BY3vnzGWFRepipjN7kYAjrQx1W bGmi9wSpImm82T6psqffyPrVGY+8zynfgpjo0YKgT0aNB7FPCGGlzHTjMvnrcXXGJXFQaMZHoTLkFdFtBJNsYrOYLuWxMMMi5QMowbnelGYc78Eywo1Lepx4SgHnMKYel4aSMn1y+UC C7nryVCOMuuPYbmk/3aUkDo3TxNfmQJP3Gaugv/L9QoetfqlMnnBZPBy0KjQkjNZ/YYcKkvIeu4FoFX+rRInYAHZ/1l9V55+kZ2PR+3T1ydHazOXk3LCtb3KWWEUZkPaoJpnbMFDR5y CMtWOZdsq0H+Zv6yCe2/VWLHbP/HmmP1jSzR9Wh4rreUnMG5R965Emx5cFWfPDiKvP4TNw9bKny3xWDwReyISL8SheCc6oitQfBc/xE/xK9gJWsGroH1ZGtRWPQ/FWgTv/wBqTMmf</ latexit>
θ = 60◦
<latexit sha1_base64="nrLvzPIfKy3x4LWJmXG+Dzmj+kc=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLnC80bsVFLRVqID2kruRjmJpNkyd7esTsnCWe+jG/1C/lt3Esj mNSBhT+/mdnZ2X+Sa+U4DH/XgmvXb9y8tXW7fufuvfsPGts7Zy4rLFIXM53ZiwQcaWWoy4o1XeSWIE00nSfTN1X+/BtZpzLzmec59VMYGzVSCOzRoPEo5gkxvIyZZlw+DxdfY1QWB41meBAuQ14V0Uo0xSo6g+1aEg8zLFIyjBqc60Vhzv0SLCvUtKjHhaMccApj6nlpICXXL5cLLOSuJ0M5yqw/huWS/ttRQurcPE18ZQo8cZu5Cv4v1yt41OqXyuQFk8HLQaNCS85k9RtyqC wh67kXgFb5t0qcgAVk/2f1XXn6RXY+HrVPX58crc1cTsoJ1/YqZ4VRmA1pg2qesQUPHXEKylQ7lm2rQP9l/rIK7r1VY8Vu/8SbY/aPLdH0aXmstJafwLhF3bsSbXpwVZw9O4i8/hA2D1srf7bEY/FE7IlIvBCH4p3oiK5A8V38ED/Fr2AnaAWvgvZlaVBb9TwUaxG8/wNbicmY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrLvzPIfKy3x4LWJmXG+Dzmj+kc=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLnC80bsVFLRVqID2kruRjmJpNkyd7esTsnCWe+jG/1C/lt3Esj mNSBhT+/mdnZ2X+Sa+U4DH/XgmvXb9y8tXW7fufuvfsPGts7Zy4rLFIXM53ZiwQcaWWoy4o1XeSWIE00nSfTN1X+/BtZpzLzmec59VMYGzVSCOzRoPEo5gkxvIyZZlw+DxdfY1QWB41meBAuQ14V0Uo0xSo6g+1aEg8zLFIyjBqc60Vhzv0SLCvUtKjHhaMccApj6nlpICXXL5cLLOSuJ0M5yqw/huWS/ttRQurcPE18ZQo8cZu5Cv4v1yt41OqXyuQFk8HLQaNCS85k9RtyqC wh67kXgFb5t0qcgAVk/2f1XXn6RXY+HrVPX58crc1cTsoJ1/YqZ4VRmA1pg2qesQUPHXEKylQ7lm2rQP9l/rIK7r1VY8Vu/8SbY/aPLdH0aXmstJafwLhF3bsSbXpwVZw9O4i8/hA2D1srf7bEY/FE7IlIvBCH4p3oiK5A8V38ED/Fr2AnaAWvgvZlaVBb9TwUaxG8/wNbicmY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrLvzPIfKy3x4LWJmXG+Dzmj+kc=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLnC80bsVFLRVqID2kruRjmJpNkyd7esTsnCWe+jG/1C/lt3Esj mNSBhT+/mdnZ2X+Sa+U4DH/XgmvXb9y8tXW7fufuvfsPGts7Zy4rLFIXM53ZiwQcaWWoy4o1XeSWIE00nSfTN1X+/BtZpzLzmec59VMYGzVSCOzRoPEo5gkxvIyZZlw+DxdfY1QWB41meBAuQ14V0Uo0xSo6g+1aEg8zLFIyjBqc60Vhzv0SLCvUtKjHhaMccApj6nlpICXXL5cLLOSuJ0M5yqw/huWS/ttRQurcPE18ZQo8cZu5Cv4v1yt41OqXyuQFk8HLQaNCS85k9RtyqC wh67kXgFb5t0qcgAVk/2f1XXn6RXY+HrVPX58crc1cTsoJ1/YqZ4VRmA1pg2qesQUPHXEKylQ7lm2rQP9l/rIK7r1VY8Vu/8SbY/aPLdH0aXmstJafwLhF3bsSbXpwVZw9O4i8/hA2D1srf7bEY/FE7IlIvBCH4p3oiK5A8V38ED/Fr2AnaAWvgvZlaVBb9TwUaxG8/wNbicmY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrLvzPIfKy3x4LWJmXG+Dzmj+kc=">AAACkHicbZFtaxNBEMc351ONT2kF3/hmMRQqlHLnC80bsVFLRVqID2kruRjmJpNkyd7esTsnCWe+jG/1C/lt3Esj mNSBhT+/mdnZ2X+Sa+U4DH/XgmvXb9y8tXW7fufuvfsPGts7Zy4rLFIXM53ZiwQcaWWoy4o1XeSWIE00nSfTN1X+/BtZpzLzmec59VMYGzVSCOzRoPEo5gkxvIyZZlw+DxdfY1QWB41meBAuQ14V0Uo0xSo6g+1aEg8zLFIyjBqc60Vhzv0SLCvUtKjHhaMccApj6nlpICXXL5cLLOSuJ0M5yqw/huWS/ttRQurcPE18ZQo8cZu5Cv4v1yt41OqXyuQFk8HLQaNCS85k9RtyqC wh67kXgFb5t0qcgAVk/2f1XXn6RXY+HrVPX58crc1cTsoJ1/YqZ4VRmA1pg2qesQUPHXEKylQ7lm2rQP9l/rIK7r1VY8Vu/8SbY/aPLdH0aXmstJafwLhF3bsSbXpwVZw9O4i8/hA2D1srf7bEY/FE7IlIvBCH4p3oiK5A8V38ED/Fr2AnaAWvgvZlaVBb9TwUaxG8/wNbicmY</latexit>
−∆K0◦
<latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit>
−∆K2◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
−∆K5◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
−∆K10◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
−∆K50◦
<latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="(null)">(n ull)</latexit>
−∆K55◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
−∆K58◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
−∆K60◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
∆K60◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
∆K55◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
∆K58◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
∆K50◦
<latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit>
∆K0◦
<latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "(null)">(null)</latexit>
∆K2◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
∆K5◦
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</late xit>
∆K10◦
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Extended Data Fig. 6.
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Extended Data Fig. 7.
hX1
<latexit sha1_base64="x9kao2KwXDYp0 /LpLUF9Hh+ei+E=">AAACjnicdZFbaxNBFMdP1luNVVP1zZfBUqhQwm69tD6IrVrahxbi JW0kCWF2cpIMmZ1dZs5K4rDfpa/66OfwC/htnN1YaIoeGPjzO+fMucWZkpbC8HctuHb9 xs1bK7frd1bv3rvfWHtwatPcCGyLVKWmE3OLSmpskySFncwgT2KFZ/H0Xek/+4rGylR/p nmG/YSPtRxJwcmjQeNRj3BGbtIpBm4ho6IYNNajZlgZC5th9Cx68aoS0fOdkF241vdWf/ 08B4DWYK0W94apyBPUJBS3thuFGfUdNySFwqLeyy1mXEz5GLteap6g7buq/YJteDJko9T 4p4lV9HKG44m18yT2kQmnib3qK+G/fN2cRrt9J3WWE2qxKDTKFaOUlbtgQ2lQkJp7wYW RvlcmJtxwQX5j9Q128oW1Ph7sn7w9PliqWVXKUCzN5Wa5liId4hWqaEaGe2iREi51OaPb N5KrC+Y/K+HmezmWZLeO/Wn01qFBnD51h1Ip9olrW9QvX+X/4nS7GXn9wZ9nFxa2Ao/hC WxCBDuwB0fQgjYI+Abn8B1+BI3gZfA6eLMIDWp/cx7CkgVHfwDJOswA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GFgL9B8hmRF54 OXzkE0o6//7BAs=">AAACjnicdZHNbtNAEMc3LtASCqTAjcuKqlKRqsimLW0PiBao2kMr hY+0QUkUjTeTZJX12todowTLj8GdK9zgOXgBjhx5C9YOlZoKRlrpr9/M7HyFiZKWfP9n xVu4dv3G4tLN6q3l23fu1lbundk4NQKbIlaxaYVgUUmNTZKksJUYhChUeB6OXxb+8w9or Iz1O5om2I1gqOVACiCHerUHHcIJZaNW3stmMsjzXm01qPulcb/uB5vB9l4pgq0dn1+4Vv eXf3z/9PvXt0ZvpRJ2+rFII9QkFFjbDvyEuhkYkkJhXu2kFhMQYxhi20kNEdpuVraf8zV H+nwQG/c08ZJezsggsnYahS4yAhrZq74C/svXTmmw282kTlJCLWaFBqniFPNiF7wvDQp SUydAGOl65WIEBgS5jVXX+Ol73nhzeHD64uRwrmZZKUExN1c2SbUUcR+vUEUTMuCgRYpA 6mLG7MBIUBfMfVbA9VdyKMlunLjT6I0jgzh+nB1Jpfhb0DavXr7K/8XZk3rg9Gt3nl02s yX2kD1i6yxgO2yfHbMGazLBPrLP7Av76tW8p94z7/ks1Kv8zbnP5sw7/gNst85w</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="GFgL9B8hmRF54 OXzkE0o6//7BAs=">AAACjnicdZHNbtNAEMc3LtASCqTAjcuKqlKRqsimLW0PiBao2kMr hY+0QUkUjTeTZJX12todowTLj8GdK9zgOXgBjhx5C9YOlZoKRlrpr9/M7HyFiZKWfP9n xVu4dv3G4tLN6q3l23fu1lbundk4NQKbIlaxaYVgUUmNTZKksJUYhChUeB6OXxb+8w9or Iz1O5om2I1gqOVACiCHerUHHcIJZaNW3stmMsjzXm01qPulcb/uB5vB9l4pgq0dn1+4Vv eXf3z/9PvXt0ZvpRJ2+rFII9QkFFjbDvyEuhkYkkJhXu2kFhMQYxhi20kNEdpuVraf8zV H+nwQG/c08ZJezsggsnYahS4yAhrZq74C/svXTmmw282kTlJCLWaFBqniFPNiF7wvDQp SUydAGOl65WIEBgS5jVXX+Ol73nhzeHD64uRwrmZZKUExN1c2SbUUcR+vUEUTMuCgRYpA 6mLG7MBIUBfMfVbA9VdyKMlunLjT6I0jgzh+nB1Jpfhb0DavXr7K/8XZk3rg9Gt3nl02s yX2kD1i6yxgO2yfHbMGazLBPrLP7Av76tW8p94z7/ks1Kv8zbnP5sw7/gNst85w</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="zzEovQGuSLyYg hPhF2MsfF9b9J8=">AAACjnicdZFbaxNBFMcn663GW6q++TIYChVK2PXW+iC2amkfWoiX tJEkhLOTk2TI7Owyc1YSh/0uvuo38ts4u0mhKXpg4M/vnDPnFmdKWgrDP7Xg2vUbN29t 3K7fuXvv/oPG5sMzm+ZGYEekKjXdGCwqqbFDkhR2M4OQxArP49mH0n/+HY2Vqf5KiwwHC Uy0HEsB5NGw8bhPOCc37RZDt5RRUQwbzagVVsbDVhi9iF69qUT0cjfkF64mW1l7uFmL+6 NU5AlqEgqs7UVhRgMHhqRQWNT7ucUMxAwm2PNSQ4J24Kr2C77lyYiPU+OfJl7RyxkOEms XSewjE6Cpveor4b98vZzGewMndZYTarEsNM4Vp5SXu+AjaVCQWngBwkjfKxdTMCDIb6y +xU+/8fbnw4PT9yeHazWrShmKtbncPNdSpCO8QhXNyYCHFikBqcsZ3YGRoC6Y/6yE2x/l RJLdOfGn0TtHBnH2zB1JpfgX0LaoX77K/8XZ81bk9aewub+3us8Ge8Kesm0WsV22z45Zm 3WYYD/YT/aL/Q4awevgbfBuGRrUVjmP2JoFx38BKRbJlg==</latexit>
hX2
<latexit sha1_base64="KEhUrfd7AlCyjFB1pP/FXxmp5MY=">AAACjnicdZFbaxNBF MdP1luNVVP1zZfBUqhQwm69tD6IrVrahxbiJW0kCWF2cpIMmZ1dZs5K4rDfpa/66OfwC/htnN1YaIoeGPjzO+fMucWZkpbC8HctuHb9xs1bK7frd1bv3rvfWHtwatPcCGyLVKWmE3O LSmpskySFncwgT2KFZ/H0Xek/+4rGylR/pnmG/YSPtRxJwcmjQeNRj3BGbtIpBm4ht4ti0FiPmmFlLGyG0bPoxatKRM93QnbhWt9b/fXzHABag7Va3BumIk9Qk1Dc2m4UZtR33JAU Cot6L7eYcTHlY+x6qXmCtu+q9gu24cmQjVLjnyZW0csZjifWzpPYRyacJvaqr4T/8nVzGu32ndRZTqjFotAoV4xSVu6CDaVBQWruBRdG+l6ZmHDDBfmN1TfYyRfW+niwf/L2+GCpZl UpQ7E0l5vlWop0iFeoohkZ7qFFSrjU5Yxu30iuLpj/rISb7+VYkt069qfRW4cGcfrUHUql2CeubVG/fJX/i9PtZuT1B3+eXVjYCjyGJ7AJEezAHhxBC9og4Bucw3f4ETSCl8Hr4M0 iNKj9zXkISxYc/QHLUcwB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uJG+me55TZb7J8g+4gfcHWRUx+s=">AAACjnicdZFLb9NAE Mc3Lo8SCk0pNy4rqkpFqiK7PNoeKlqgag+tFB5pg5IoGm8mySrrtbU7RgmWPwZ3rnCDz8EX4MiRb8HaoVJTwUgr/fWbmZ1XmChpyfd/VryFa9dv3Fy8Vb29dOfucm3l3pmNUyOwKWI Vm1YIFpXU2CRJCluJQYhChefh+GXhP/+AxspYv6Npgt0IhloOpAByqFe73yGcUDZq5b1sJrfyvFdbC+p+adyv+8Hj4OluKYIn2z6/cK3tL/34/un3r2+N3kol7PRjkUaoSSiwth34 CXUzMCSFwrzaSS0mIMYwxLaTGiK03axsP+frjvT5IDbuaeIlvZyRQWTtNApdZAQ0sld9BfyXr53SYKebSZ2khFrMCg1SxSnmxS54XxoUpKZOgDDS9crFCAwIchurrvPT97zx5vDg9M XJ4VzNslKCYm6ubJJqKeI+XqGKJmTAQYsUgdTFjNmBkaAumPusgBuv5FCS3Txxp9GbRwZx/Cg7kkrxt6BtXr18lf+Ls6164PRrd54dNrNF9oA9ZBssYNtsnx2zBmsywT6yz+wL++r VvGfenvd8FupV/uassjnzjv8Abs7OcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uJG+me55TZb7J8g+4gfcHWRUx+s=">AAACjnicdZFLb9NAE Mc3Lo8SCk0pNy4rqkpFqiK7PNoeKlqgag+tFB5pg5IoGm8mySrrtbU7RgmWPwZ3rnCDz8EX4MiRb8HaoVJTwUgr/fWbmZ1XmChpyfd/VryFa9dv3Fy8Vb29dOfucm3l3pmNUyOwKWI Vm1YIFpXU2CRJCluJQYhChefh+GXhP/+AxspYv6Npgt0IhloOpAByqFe73yGcUDZq5b1sJrfyvFdbC+p+adyv+8Hj4OluKYIn2z6/cK3tL/34/un3r2+N3kol7PRjkUaoSSiwth34 CXUzMCSFwrzaSS0mIMYwxLaTGiK03axsP+frjvT5IDbuaeIlvZyRQWTtNApdZAQ0sld9BfyXr53SYKebSZ2khFrMCg1SxSnmxS54XxoUpKZOgDDS9crFCAwIchurrvPT97zx5vDg9M XJ4VzNslKCYm6ubJJqKeI+XqGKJmTAQYsUgdTFjNmBkaAumPusgBuv5FCS3Txxp9GbRwZx/Cg7kkrxt6BtXr18lf+Ls6164PRrd54dNrNF9oA9ZBssYNtsnx2zBmsywT6yz+wL++r VvGfenvd8FupV/uassjnzjv8Abs7OcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PzsoSXlEWMOeVsU25w0XBm1ojDo=">AAACjnicdZFbTxNBF MeniwrUC0V582ViQ4IJaXZRBB6MoBJ4gKReCjVt05ydnraTzs5uZs6a1s1+F1/1G/ltnN2WhBI9yST//M45c25hoqQl3/9T8Vbu3X+wurZeffjo8ZON2ubTKxunRmBLxCo27RAsKqm xRZIUthODEIUKr8PJh8J//R2NlbH+SrMEexGMtBxKAeRQv7bVJZxSNm7n/Wwu9/K8X6sHDb807jf84FWwf1SK4PWBz29cdbawZn+zEnYHsUgj1CQUWNsJ/IR6GRiSQmFe7aYWExAT GGHHSQ0R2l5Wtp/zbUcGfBgb9zTxkt7OyCCydhaFLjICGtu7vgL+y9dJaXjYy6ROUkIt5oWGqeIU82IXfCANClIzJ0AY6XrlYgwGBLmNVbf55Tfe/Hx6cvn+4nSpZlkpQbE0VzZNtR TxAO9QRVMy4KBFikDqYsbsxEhQN8x9VsCdj3Ikye5euNPo3TODOHmZnUml+BfQNq/evsr/xdVeI3D6k18/PlzcZ409Zy/YDgvYATtm56zJWkywH+wn+8V+ezXvjffWezcP9SqLnGd sybzzvystyZc=</latexit>
160 K
<latexit sha1_base64="V7zk8zpjukvWXb4k8D7rg2hpUO4=">AAAChHicbZFbSxtBFMcna+slt vXSR1+GBsFCkF3Fy5MkVlFQIVWjliTI2clJMmR2dpk5KwlLvoav+rX6bTobU2hiDwz8+Z1z5tzCRElLvv+74M19+Di/sLhUXP70+cvK6tr6nY1TI7AuYhWbhxAsKqmxTpIUPiQGIQoV3of9H7n//gmNl bG+pWGCrQi6WnakAHKo2SQcUBbs+/xi9Lha8rf9sfH3IpiIEptY7XGtEDbbsUgj1CQUWNsI/IRaGRiSQuGo2EwtJiD60MWGkxoitK1s3PSIbzrS5p3YuKeJj+m/GRlE1g6j0EVGQD0768vh/3yNlDqHr UzqJCXU4q1QJ1WcYp5vgLelQUFq6AQII12vXPTAgCC3p+Imv/rFa9en1avjy9OpmuNKCYqpubJBqqWI2zhDFQ3IgIMWKQKp8xmzqpGg/jL3WQ63TmRXki1fuoPo8plB7H/PzqRS/Aa0HRXdVYLZG7wXd zvbgdM//VLlcHKfRbbBvrEtFrADVmHnrMbqTLCEPbMX9urNe2Vv19t7C/UKk5yvbMq8oz/emMSV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V7zk8zpjukvWXb4k8D7rg2hpUO4=">AAAChHicbZFbSxtBFMcna+slt vXSR1+GBsFCkF3Fy5MkVlFQIVWjliTI2clJMmR2dpk5KwlLvoav+rX6bTobU2hiDwz8+Z1z5tzCRElLvv+74M19+Di/sLhUXP70+cvK6tr6nY1TI7AuYhWbhxAsKqmxTpIUPiQGIQoV3of9H7n//gmNl bG+pWGCrQi6WnakAHKo2SQcUBbs+/xi9Lha8rf9sfH3IpiIEptY7XGtEDbbsUgj1CQUWNsI/IRaGRiSQuGo2EwtJiD60MWGkxoitK1s3PSIbzrS5p3YuKeJj+m/GRlE1g6j0EVGQD0768vh/3yNlDqHr UzqJCXU4q1QJ1WcYp5vgLelQUFq6AQII12vXPTAgCC3p+Imv/rFa9en1avjy9OpmuNKCYqpubJBqqWI2zhDFQ3IgIMWKQKp8xmzqpGg/jL3WQ63TmRXki1fuoPo8plB7H/PzqRS/Aa0HRXdVYLZG7wXd zvbgdM//VLlcHKfRbbBvrEtFrADVmHnrMbqTLCEPbMX9urNe2Vv19t7C/UKk5yvbMq8oz/emMSV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V7zk8zpjukvWXb4k8D7rg2hpUO4=">AAAChHicbZFbSxtBFMcna+slt vXSR1+GBsFCkF3Fy5MkVlFQIVWjliTI2clJMmR2dpk5KwlLvoav+rX6bTobU2hiDwz8+Z1z5tzCRElLvv+74M19+Di/sLhUXP70+cvK6tr6nY1TI7AuYhWbhxAsKqmxTpIUPiQGIQoV3of9H7n//gmNl bG+pWGCrQi6WnakAHKo2SQcUBbs+/xi9Lha8rf9sfH3IpiIEptY7XGtEDbbsUgj1CQUWNsI/IRaGRiSQuGo2EwtJiD60MWGkxoitK1s3PSIbzrS5p3YuKeJj+m/GRlE1g6j0EVGQD0768vh/3yNlDqHr UzqJCXU4q1QJ1WcYp5vgLelQUFq6AQII12vXPTAgCC3p+Imv/rFa9en1avjy9OpmuNKCYqpubJBqqWI2zhDFQ3IgIMWKQKp8xmzqpGg/jL3WQ63TmRXki1fuoPo8plB7H/PzqRS/Aa0HRXdVYLZG7wXd zvbgdM//VLlcHKfRbbBvrEtFrADVmHnrMbqTLCEPbMX9urNe2Vv19t7C/UKk5yvbMq8oz/emMSV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V7zk8zpjukvWXb4k8D7rg2hpUO4=">AAAChHicbZFbSxtBFMcna+slt vXSR1+GBsFCkF3Fy5MkVlFQIVWjliTI2clJMmR2dpk5KwlLvoav+rX6bTobU2hiDwz8+Z1z5tzCRElLvv+74M19+Di/sLhUXP70+cvK6tr6nY1TI7AuYhWbhxAsKqmxTpIUPiQGIQoV3of9H7n//gmNl bG+pWGCrQi6WnakAHKo2SQcUBbs+/xi9Lha8rf9sfH3IpiIEptY7XGtEDbbsUgj1CQUWNsI/IRaGRiSQuGo2EwtJiD60MWGkxoitK1s3PSIbzrS5p3YuKeJj+m/GRlE1g6j0EVGQD0768vh/3yNlDqHr UzqJCXU4q1QJ1WcYp5vgLelQUFq6AQII12vXPTAgCC3p+Imv/rFa9en1avjy9OpmuNKCYqpubJBqqWI2zhDFQ3IgIMWKQKp8xmzqpGg/jL3WQ63TmRXki1fuoPo8plB7H/PzqRS/Aa0HRXdVYLZG7wXd zvbgdM//VLlcHKfRbbBvrEtFrADVmHnrMbqTLCEPbMX9urNe2Vv19t7C/UKk5yvbMq8oz/emMSV</latexit>
60 K
<latexit sha1_base64="eLW+Ume/nXGWKIbyCk0LsRsW7/M=">AAACg3icbZFtSxtBEMc319pq+ qT1pW+WBsFSCXch2LwpaFUsVCHVRi1JkLnNJC7Z2z1250rCkY/hW/1cfhv3YgKNdmDhz29mdp7iVElHYXhfCl68XHr1enml/Obtu/cfVtc+njuTWYEtYZSxlzE4VFJjiyQpvEwtQhIrvIiH+4X/4i9aJ 43+TeMUuwkMtOxLAeRRu0M4onwn5D8nV6uVsBpOjYfVWlTfqTd4NCdzUWEza16tleJOz4gsQU1CgXPtKEypm4MlKRROyp3MYQpiCANse6khQdfNpz1P+KYnPd431j9NfEr/zcghcW6cxD4yAbp2T30F/ J+vnVG/0c2lTjNCLR4L9TPFyfBiAbwnLQpSYy9AWOl75eIaLAjyaypv8pM/vHl6uHfy/fhwoea0UopiYa58lGkpTA+fUEUjsuChQ0pA6mLGfM9KUHPmPyvg1oEcSHLbx/4eevvIIg4/50dSKX4G2k3K/ irPbvBcnNeqkde/wspuY3afZbbBPrEtFrGvbJf9YE3WYoIZdsNu2V2wFHwJakH9MTQozXLW2YIF3x4Ag7vEdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eLW+Ume/nXGWKIbyCk0LsRsW7/M=">AAACg3icbZFtSxtBEMc319pq+ qT1pW+WBsFSCXch2LwpaFUsVCHVRi1JkLnNJC7Z2z1250rCkY/hW/1cfhv3YgKNdmDhz29mdp7iVElHYXhfCl68XHr1enml/Obtu/cfVtc+njuTWYEtYZSxlzE4VFJjiyQpvEwtQhIrvIiH+4X/4i9aJ 43+TeMUuwkMtOxLAeRRu0M4onwn5D8nV6uVsBpOjYfVWlTfqTd4NCdzUWEza16tleJOz4gsQU1CgXPtKEypm4MlKRROyp3MYQpiCANse6khQdfNpz1P+KYnPd431j9NfEr/zcghcW6cxD4yAbp2T30F/ J+vnVG/0c2lTjNCLR4L9TPFyfBiAbwnLQpSYy9AWOl75eIaLAjyaypv8pM/vHl6uHfy/fhwoea0UopiYa58lGkpTA+fUEUjsuChQ0pA6mLGfM9KUHPmPyvg1oEcSHLbx/4eevvIIg4/50dSKX4G2k3K/ irPbvBcnNeqkde/wspuY3afZbbBPrEtFrGvbJf9YE3WYoIZdsNu2V2wFHwJakH9MTQozXLW2YIF3x4Ag7vEdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eLW+Ume/nXGWKIbyCk0LsRsW7/M=">AAACg3icbZFtSxtBEMc319pq+ qT1pW+WBsFSCXch2LwpaFUsVCHVRi1JkLnNJC7Z2z1250rCkY/hW/1cfhv3YgKNdmDhz29mdp7iVElHYXhfCl68XHr1enml/Obtu/cfVtc+njuTWYEtYZSxlzE4VFJjiyQpvEwtQhIrvIiH+4X/4i9aJ 43+TeMUuwkMtOxLAeRRu0M4onwn5D8nV6uVsBpOjYfVWlTfqTd4NCdzUWEza16tleJOz4gsQU1CgXPtKEypm4MlKRROyp3MYQpiCANse6khQdfNpz1P+KYnPd431j9NfEr/zcghcW6cxD4yAbp2T30F/ J+vnVG/0c2lTjNCLR4L9TPFyfBiAbwnLQpSYy9AWOl75eIaLAjyaypv8pM/vHl6uHfy/fhwoea0UopiYa58lGkpTA+fUEUjsuChQ0pA6mLGfM9KUHPmPyvg1oEcSHLbx/4eevvIIg4/50dSKX4G2k3K/ irPbvBcnNeqkde/wspuY3afZbbBPrEtFrGvbJf9YE3WYoIZdsNu2V2wFHwJakH9MTQozXLW2YIF3x4Ag7vEdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eLW+Ume/nXGWKIbyCk0LsRsW7/M=">AAACg3icbZFtSxtBEMc319pq+ qT1pW+WBsFSCXch2LwpaFUsVCHVRi1JkLnNJC7Z2z1250rCkY/hW/1cfhv3YgKNdmDhz29mdp7iVElHYXhfCl68XHr1enml/Obtu/cfVtc+njuTWYEtYZSxlzE4VFJjiyQpvEwtQhIrvIiH+4X/4i9aJ 43+TeMUuwkMtOxLAeRRu0M4onwn5D8nV6uVsBpOjYfVWlTfqTd4NCdzUWEza16tleJOz4gsQU1CgXPtKEypm4MlKRROyp3MYQpiCANse6khQdfNpz1P+KYnPd431j9NfEr/zcghcW6cxD4yAbp2T30F/ J+vnVG/0c2lTjNCLR4L9TPFyfBiAbwnLQpSYy9AWOl75eIaLAjyaypv8pM/vHl6uHfy/fhwoea0UopiYa58lGkpTA+fUEUjsuChQ0pA6mLGfM9KUHPmPyvg1oEcSHLbx/4eevvIIg4/50dSKX4G2k3K/ irPbvBcnNeqkde/wspuY3afZbbBPrEtFrGvbJf9YE3WYoIZdsNu2V2wFHwJakH9MTQozXLW2YIF3x4Ag7vEdA==</latexit>
300 K
<latexit sha1_base64="rvEB9GQkQawsvfM+Ut9bVhMRIuA=">AAAChHicdZFtSxtBEMc311Zt+ uBDX/bN0iBYCGHPKOobUVuxUIVUG7UkQeY2k7hkb+/YnZOEI1+jb9uv1W/TvTOCkXZg4c9vZnaeolQrR0L8qQTPnr9YWFx6WX31+s3b5ZXVtUuXZFZiWyY6sdcRONTKYJsUabxOLUIcabyKRp8K/9UdW qcS850mKfZiGBo1UBLIo26XcEx5Uwj+dXqzUgsbojQuGiJshtt7pQi3dgR/cNXYzFo3q5Wo209kFqMhqcG5TihS6uVgSUmN02o3c5iCHMEQO14aiNH18rLpKV/3pM8HifXPEC/p44wcYucmceQjY6Bb9 9RXwH/5OhkNdnu5MmlGaOR9oUGmOSW82ADvK4uS9MQLkFb5Xrm8BQuS/J6q6/zsB2+dHx+eHZ0ez9UsK6Uo5+bKx5lRMunjE6ppTBY8dEgxKFPMmB9aBfqB+c8KuPFZDRW5+qk/iKmfWMTRx/xEac0vw Lhp9fFV/i8uNxuh199E7WB3dp8l9p59YBssZDvsgH1hLdZmkqXsJ/vFfgcLQT1oBtv3oUFllvOOzVmw/xcYK8Sy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rvEB9GQkQawsvfM+Ut9bVhMRIuA=">AAAChHicdZFtSxtBEMc311Zt+ uBDX/bN0iBYCGHPKOobUVuxUIVUG7UkQeY2k7hkb+/YnZOEI1+jb9uv1W/TvTOCkXZg4c9vZnaeolQrR0L8qQTPnr9YWFx6WX31+s3b5ZXVtUuXZFZiWyY6sdcRONTKYJsUabxOLUIcabyKRp8K/9UdW qcS850mKfZiGBo1UBLIo26XcEx5Uwj+dXqzUgsbojQuGiJshtt7pQi3dgR/cNXYzFo3q5Wo209kFqMhqcG5TihS6uVgSUmN02o3c5iCHMEQO14aiNH18rLpKV/3pM8HifXPEC/p44wcYucmceQjY6Bb9 9RXwH/5OhkNdnu5MmlGaOR9oUGmOSW82ADvK4uS9MQLkFb5Xrm8BQuS/J6q6/zsB2+dHx+eHZ0ez9UsK6Uo5+bKx5lRMunjE6ppTBY8dEgxKFPMmB9aBfqB+c8KuPFZDRW5+qk/iKmfWMTRx/xEac0vw Lhp9fFV/i8uNxuh199E7WB3dp8l9p59YBssZDvsgH1hLdZmkqXsJ/vFfgcLQT1oBtv3oUFllvOOzVmw/xcYK8Sy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rvEB9GQkQawsvfM+Ut9bVhMRIuA=">AAAChHicdZFtSxtBEMc311Zt+ uBDX/bN0iBYCGHPKOobUVuxUIVUG7UkQeY2k7hkb+/YnZOEI1+jb9uv1W/TvTOCkXZg4c9vZnaeolQrR0L8qQTPnr9YWFx6WX31+s3b5ZXVtUuXZFZiWyY6sdcRONTKYJsUabxOLUIcabyKRp8K/9UdW qcS850mKfZiGBo1UBLIo26XcEx5Uwj+dXqzUgsbojQuGiJshtt7pQi3dgR/cNXYzFo3q5Wo209kFqMhqcG5TihS6uVgSUmN02o3c5iCHMEQO14aiNH18rLpKV/3pM8HifXPEC/p44wcYucmceQjY6Bb9 9RXwH/5OhkNdnu5MmlGaOR9oUGmOSW82ADvK4uS9MQLkFb5Xrm8BQuS/J6q6/zsB2+dHx+eHZ0ez9UsK6Uo5+bKx5lRMunjE6ppTBY8dEgxKFPMmB9aBfqB+c8KuPFZDRW5+qk/iKmfWMTRx/xEac0vw Lhp9fFV/i8uNxuh199E7WB3dp8l9p59YBssZDvsgH1hLdZmkqXsJ/vFfgcLQT1oBtv3oUFllvOOzVmw/xcYK8Sy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rvEB9GQkQawsvfM+Ut9bVhMRIuA=">AAAChHicdZFtSxtBEMc311Zt+ uBDX/bN0iBYCGHPKOobUVuxUIVUG7UkQeY2k7hkb+/YnZOEI1+jb9uv1W/TvTOCkXZg4c9vZnaeolQrR0L8qQTPnr9YWFx6WX31+s3b5ZXVtUuXZFZiWyY6sdcRONTKYJsUabxOLUIcabyKRp8K/9UdW qcS850mKfZiGBo1UBLIo26XcEx5Uwj+dXqzUgsbojQuGiJshtt7pQi3dgR/cNXYzFo3q5Wo209kFqMhqcG5TihS6uVgSUmN02o3c5iCHMEQO14aiNH18rLpKV/3pM8HifXPEC/p44wcYucmceQjY6Bb9 9RXwH/5OhkNdnu5MmlGaOR9oUGmOSW82ADvK4uS9MQLkFb5Xrm8BQuS/J6q6/zsB2+dHx+eHZ0ez9UsK6Uo5+bKx5lRMunjE6ppTBY8dEgxKFPMmB9aBfqB+c8KuPFZDRW5+qk/iKmfWMTRx/xEac0vw Lhp9fFV/i8uNxuh199E7WB3dp8l9p59YBssZDvsgH1hLdZmkqXsJ/vFfgcLQT1oBtv3oUFllvOOzVmw/xcYK8Sy</latexit>

























































































Extended Data Fig. 9.
43
